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WE ARE AGROFAIR

Producer and importer of sustainable & ‘Fairtrade & 
Organic’ fresh fruit. And we are bananas about our planet. 
About its people. And about tropical fruits!

When you care for the planet and the people, every detail 
counts. And we happen to be exceedingly proud of our 
new banana cartons! Sustainable, using 60% less ink and 
explaining the ins and outs of our company on the sides of 
the banana cartons.

Check the movie for the whole story here:
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Here we are. Twenty-five years later, and the world is not 
the same place. 

A quarter of a century ago, the Internet as we know it had 
not been conceived. Today, they say the world has become 
a village. The way we do our shopping, book a trip or get an 
education has changed beyond imagination. The other end 
of the world is only a mouse-click away and we can speak 
face to face(-time) with almost anyone, anywhere, anytime. 

Even though there remains plenty to be worried about, 
many things in the world have improved: child mortality has 
decreased, poverty has been reduced. That is good news. It 
is a start. 

AgroFair knows how to put up a good fight. The company 
was founded 25 years ago by the development organisation 
Solidaridad. At the time, there was a major crisis in the 
coffee sector, as a result of which farmers earned very 
little. Too little to even stay alive. From an urgent drive to 
counter this, Fairtrade was born. A fair trade system with 
guaranteed minimum prices, bringing the hope of a decent 
life for many.

Coffee was not the only product with problems. Solidaridad 
soon expanded into bananas, the largest internationally 
traded fruit. Poor working conditions and an alarmingly 
high use of harmful chemicals prompted them to do so. 
When banana companies failed to show any interest in the 
concept of Fairtrade, Solidaridad went ahead and set up its 
own banana company: AgroFair. 

In this magazine we look back on 25 years of AgroFair. 
Of course it has been a rocky road. What we took up was 
never an easy campaign to begin with. There have been 

many obstacles and enough disappointments. But this is the 
time to celebrate the many achievements and wonderful 
success stories. Above all, we look forward. There is so much 
still to be done! 

As long as it is considered normal, or even possible, for a 
kilo of bananas to be bought for less than one euro, we are 
not done. Whenever this occurs, it means that somewhere 
in Central America a worker on a plantation earns only 
half of what is needed to live a decent life. We will simply 
not stand for it. We will not stand for harmful chemicals, 
artificial nitrogen fertilisers and fossil fuels that are still used 
to produce bananas. We will not rest while a new banana 
disease threatens the very existence of the banana and the 
livelihood of thousands of workers and small farmers.

We choose to be full of hope and we have plenty of fight 
left in us. For 25 years, we at AgroFair have been leading 
the way in making the banana industry more sustainable 
and fair. 

Today, we will share pictures and stories with you to show 
you how the AgroFair family works this. 25 years of AgroFair 
means 25 years of organic organisational history. We 
budded, grew and then matured thanks to the contributions 
and efforts of (excuse the pun) a golden bunch of people, in 
different times, in very different stations, with a great array 
of gifts and talents. For this, we are profoundly grateful. 
Together, they have compiled this magazine for you, giving 
you an insight into our company and our people, our history 
and our future. 

I hope you enjoy reading it. I hope it will inspire you. Change 
is within reach. If only we act.

Hans-Willem van der Waal 
CEO AgroFair

Biodiversity

A year in the banana trade

CTM AgroFair

More fairtrade bananas

Stuck on a container ship

Meet AgroFair South

Banana Facts

CPAF 
(Cooperative of AgroFair Producers)

Music

More than 
yellow bananas
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EL GUABO, ECUADOR

In 1997, fourteen brave banana farmers in southwestern Ecuador took a leap of 
faith and shipped a container of bananas across the ocean in search of better 
markets.

By cutting out local intermediaries and dealing directly with international buyers, 
they hoped to improve the quality of life for themselves and their families. 
In 2020, 130 banana growers were members of the association, providing 
employment for 350 families full time and another 900 families part time. Since 
that humble launch Fairtrade bananas have come a long way for the farmers of 
El Guabo, who now export 23,000 boxes of Fairtrade bananas each week, with 
half of those also certified organic.
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2004 1996

1997 2005

PROUDLY CELEBRATING 25 YEARS

The director of Solidaridad, Nico Roozen, hands over 
the first Fairtrade Oke banana to the Minister of 

Economic Affairs, Mrs. Anneke van Dok-Van Weele, 
replacing prime minister Wim kok.

The first Oke bananas are hoisted out of an 
improvised banana boat in front of hotel New York in 

Rotterdam. 

Headlines of Dutch newspapers informing about the 
launch of Oke bananas in the Netherlands.

In 2004 the Italian alternative trading 
organisation and AgroFair started the joint- 
venture CTM AgroFair and brought fair and 
organic bananas to the Italian market under 

the brand of Altromercato.

Quality inspection of the first shipment 
of Oké - brand Fairtrade certified 

bananas from Ecuador. 

Hoisting the first pallet of Oke 
bananas into the hold of a reefer ship 

in Ecuador.

AgroFair introduces the fruit basket with a large scale 
public promotion campaign.
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2006 

2007

2009

2010

AgroFair celebrates its 10th anniversary with a symposium in Blijdorp Zoo 
in Rotterdam. A fairtrade fruit basket is offered to former prime minister 
Wim Kok by producer representative Anthony from Volta River Estates in 

Ghana. 

In 2006 AgroFair and its US partners Equal Exchange and Red Tomato 
started a banana company in the US, named OkeUSA, and launched 

Oke bananas in North America. Since 2010, Equal Exchange is the sale 
owner of OkeUSA, but the practical and ‚spiritual‘ partner with AgroFair 

continues. 

Sustainable, long-term trade relations 
and the Fairtrade premium makes an 

important contribution to the lives of banana 
workers in Panama. Toilet buildings and 
other community services were realised 
with generous support of UK retailer The 

Cooperative, in a joint project with AgroFair. 

AgroFair and fairtrade means fostering strong long-term 
relationships. Here a representative for UK retailer The 

Cooperative visiting our first Fairtrade banana farm Volta River 
Estates in Ghana. 

AgroFair‘s unique ownership structure means that producers are 
also shareholders of the company and participate in the assembly 

of shareholders, here held in Guayaquil, Ecuador 2007. 

Oké and EkoOké bananas 
discharged on pallets from 

MV Charles Island (Ecuadorian 
Line) in the port of Antwerp. 

The consumption of dessert 
bananas in Sweden is per 

capita the highest in Europe, 
perhaps in the world. Some 
supermarkets have changed 
to 100 % organic bananas. 
No wonder that our EkoOke 
bananas sell well in Sweden. 
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2013 2015

20162014

Bananas arrive and are checked for 
quality at a Coop Switzerland banana 

ripening facility in Kaiseraugst, 
canton of Aargua, Switzerland. Coop 
Switzerland ripener Emin Salami with 

our banana producers. 

AgroFair and fairtrade 
means fostering strong 
long-term relationships. 
Here a representative 

for UK retailer The 
Cooperative visiting our 
first Fairtrade banana 

farm Volta River 
Estates in Ghana. 

In 2015 we started as one of the 
very first fresh fruit companies 

to publish a yearly sustainability 
report, based on our

‚active sustainabilty‘ model. 

We work in partnership with our customers, 
not only to supply fair bananas, but also to 

improve the environmental footprint and logistic 
efficiency. The containerisation of banana 

transport prompted our long time customer 
Migros of Switserland to initiate a test with 

environmental friendly rail transport of banana 
containers from Peru all the way to the ripening 

and distribution centres in Switserland in 
cooperation with shipping line Maersk, the Port 

Authority of Rotterdam and ourselves. 

In 2018 we apply the global GRI 
standard in our sustainability 

report and also the sustainable 
development Goals (SDG’s)  by the 
United Nations as the new global 

sustainable devolpment agenda for 
2030. 

Tulipán was established as a 
subsidiary of AgroFair in Perú: main 
objective is to support quality and 
logistic operations of AgroFair in 
Perú. On the other hand T.N. also 

provides all kind of material to 
producer organizations such as 
boxes, pallets, labels and others 

(generating a small profit). 
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Check the movie 
for the whole story 

AgroFair’s founder, the 
Dutch NGO Solidaridad, sold 

the last remaining part of 
its shares in our company.  

Solidaridad, founder 
and creator of the Max 

Havelaar/Fairtrade concept, 
established AgroFair in 

1996 with the sole purpose 
to bring the Fairtrade or 
banana on the market.

There is a growing interest in Fairtrade 
products in Korea and this is for 

AgroFair a potential grow market for 
bananas. We have opened an office in 

South Korea an hired two representative 
for AgroFair to increase our knowledge 
and market and sales of Fairtrade and 

organic bananas in South Korea.

AgroFair pays voluntary Covid-19 compensation premium to its banana growers. 

New Zealand’s Greenest Banana: All Good Bananas, T&G Fresh and AgroFair 
partner to launch a NZ first. When you choose an All Good banana, it’ll not only 

be Fairtrade but also certified carbon neutral.

We introduce our new banana carton design. The whole story of the producers 
cooperatives- owned Oké Fairtrade en organic bananas in a nutshell on a banana 

box!
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Hans-Willem 
Van der Waal

It’s a quarter of a century years since Fairtrade bananas first appeared on supermarket 

shelves in Europe. They were imported by AgroFair, a pioneering trade justice company 

set up by Dutch NGO Solidaridad, the same organisation behind the Max Havelaar brand. 

AgroFair - which is 40 percent owned by small-scale banana producers - still accounts for 

more than a tenth of the global Fairtrade banana market. CEO Hans-Willem van der Waal 

reflects on a 25 years of partnering with Fairtrade - and why, despite the challenges, he’s 

optimistic about the future.

CEO AgroFair
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How did AgroFair come about?
Max Havelaar started with coffee, 
and then wanted to get into bananas. 
Solidaridad talked to all the multinational 
banana companies, but none of them was 
interested in the concept of fair trade. So 
they decided to start their own banana 
company. That was easier said than done, 
because at the time you needed an import 
licence for bananas, and licences were 
only given to companies with an existing 
track record - so for a newcomer it was 
nearly impossible. 
But we persisted, and 
AgroFair acquired 
a licence through a 
French company so 
we were able to start.

Twenty-five years 
ago we were 
pioneers, we were 
the only ones and 
everyone praised us for what we were 
doing. Today Fairtrade is an enormous 
success - but back then, the major banana 
multinationals didn’t want to know. Then 
some of the big retailers switched to 
100 percent Fairtrade, and suddenly the 
big companies couldn’t afford to ignore 
it because we were talking about such 
massive volumes.

From the beginning, we were not 
motivated by making money. We wanted 
to put Fairtrade bananas on the market 
to show the world there was a different 
way of doing business - a fairer way of 
trading. Social impact has been our driving 
force - every time a new retailer starts 
selling Fairtrade bananas, that’s enough 
motivation for us.

Why do you describe the banana 
trade as an ‘agro-industrial 
exploitation model’?
You have to go back to the origins of the 
banana industry in the late nineteenth 
century. It was deliberately constructed 
to provide cheap fruit to the US market 
- the bananas had to be half the price of 
apples grown locally in the US. To achieve 
that, the companies grew bananas on 
very dense plots with very cheap labour. 
They used a lot of chemical fertilisers, 
made using cheap energy from cheap oil. 
It was exploitation of natural resources 
and exploitation of people. The industry 
expanded to countries where the labour 
was cheapest and labour organisation 
weakest. 

Of course much 
has changed, and 
the roughest edges 
have been polished 
here and there, but 
it’s essentially the 
same business model 
today. If you grow 
around 1500 plants 
per hectare in a very 

high density planting system you get a lot 
of diseases that can only be managed by 
spraying - in some countries they spray 
more than once a week. Now add cheap 
labour - often migrant workers such as 
Nicaraguans in Costa Rica or Haitians in 
the Dominican Republic - and you get an 
agri-industrial exploitation model. 

“Fairtrade has done a 

great job on improving 

the social and economic 

prospects for banana 

farmers”

AgroFair

“The livelihoods of 
small-scale farmers are 

at stake!”
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How can we get to a living 
income for banana growers and 
workers?
We been talking about it for years, and 
there has been some progress, but it is 
far too slow. Even now, with so much 
debate about the legacies of colonialism 
and slavery, we apparently accept that 
exploitation is happening right now on 
our doorsteps. Every banana that we eat 
comes from by exploiting people who 
are simply not being paid enough. It’s 
essentially a moral question. What gives 
us the right to buy a kilo of bananas for 
99 euro cents while at the same time 
the people growing them don’t even get 
enough money to cover their basic needs? 

What right do we have to exploit a family 
in Nicaragua earning US$120 a month? 

I hear people saying, “Yes, but it’s 
complicated, it’s difficult, we need to study 
it more deeply, it will take many years.” 
We talk about initiatives “towards” a living 
wage - but it’s not going fast enough. 
Give me one good reason why this should 
persist and why the people producing the 
bananas must continue in poverty so that 
we can eat cheap bananas. When people 
ask how we can move faster towards a 
living wage, it’s quite simple - I say: “Buy 
more Fairtrade bananas.” If retailers 
are serious, they should convert to 100 
percent Fairtrade. That wouldn’t solve 

all the problems, but it would be a really 
significant step.  

The multinationals and retailers say 
it’s difficult it is to increase the price 
of bananas to enable producers to 
earn a living wage. But let’s look at the 
calculations. In Nicaragua, for example, if 
you want to reach a living wage, you need 
to pay around US$0.50 extra per box. 
Last year, because of lower oil prices, the 
cost of shipping fell by the same amount 
- US$0.50 a box. The multinationals could 
have said: “If we pass on that 50 cents 
saving to the workers, we won’t lose any 
money but they will reach a living wage.” 
Immediately you raise the bar, no-one 
in the supply chain is any worse off - it 
could have been done without any cost 
to anyone. And if shipping costs increase 
again in the future, everyone will pay a 
little bit more and no-one notices. It’s 
simple logic. 

Is that why you decided to give 
your producers an extra premium 
last year?
Fortunately, the Covid-19 pandemic did 
not really impact banana production and 
sales. Consumers in the US and Europe 
continued to eat bananas, and growers 
were able to continue, albeit with some 
additional protective measures in place. 
But they did experience higher costs 
and everything was more complicated 
for them. So when shipping prices went 
down, we wanted to share that cost 
saving with our producers - we had an 
advantage, they had a disadvantage. Our 
producers own 40 percent of the shares 
in the company and this was a way to 
give them back a little extra. Five cents a 
box isn’t much, but when you consider the 
volumes it was quite significant - in total 
we paid US$225,000 in voluntary Covid 
compensation in 2020.

Who: Hans-Willem van der Waal 
Function: CEO at AgroFair Europe BV. 
About: We work with more than 5000 
small farmers in a cooperative company. 
Fairtrade banana suppliers in various 
Latin-American have a direct say and 
share in the company through the 
Cooperative of Producers of AgroFair 
(CPAF) b.a.
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On top of Covid, there’s been 
an outbreak of Fusarium in Peru. 
How worried are you?
I’m very worried. The first reports of 
Fusarium in South America were in a very 
remote part of Colombia last year, and I 
did not expect it to travel so quickly, so 
far - Peru is the most southerly banana 
growing country on the continent. It may 
have been carried by migrant workers, 
and there is a high chance that before the 
end of the year we will see it in Ecuador 
as well. 

Everyone hoped it would stay out of Latin 
America, but now it is there it cannot 
be cured and it cannot be treated. It’s 
essential that Peru introduces measures to 
stop the spread of the disease -  but that’s 
complicated because bananas are mostly 
grown by small scale farmers with plots 
of around a quarter of a hectare. Their 
livelihoods are at stake - if you only have 
a small plot and bananas are your main 
source of income, and suddenly you have 
a disease that cannot be treated, then 
your income is gone. There’s a danger that 
if farmers do identify a diseased plant, 
they may not report it to the authorities 
because of the impact on their income. 
The chances of containing it are not very 
good, and I believe over the next few 
years the Peruvian banana industry will be 
significantly affected.

What are the challenges for 
Fairtrade?
Fairtrade has done a great job on 
improving the social and economic 
prospects for banana farmers, but of 
course it can always do more. Some 
retailers might prefer other standards 
because they feel Fairtrade doesn’t pay 
sufficient attention to the environment - 
of course that’s not accurate but I think 
Fairtrade does need to emphasise and 
elaborate that ecological aspect more. 
Ideally, when a retailer choses Fairtrade, 
it should be confident of covering all the 
essentials of sustainability - ecological, 
social and economic - so they can buy the 
whole package. 

The Premium is also a difficult area. 
More needs to be done to train Premium 
committees and co-ops about effective 
investment and sound financial 
management - the use of the Premium 
is not equally effective everywhere. It 
depends a lot on leadership - some 
organisations have visionary leaders 
who encourage Premium investment in 
innovative, transformative projects. Others 
less so.

I know retailers who are unclear about 
Premium use, and use that as an excuse 
for them not to go for Fairtrade - which is 
a shame because it means they miss out 
on all the other benefits like building long-
term relationships, robust social standards 
and so on. We also need to be honest 
that the Premium has kept some producer 
organisations afloat long after they have 
ceased to be viable businesses. 

How do you see the future for 
Fairtrade bananas?
I am more optimistic than ever about 
Fairtrade bananas! Change always 
takes more time than you think, but 
people are definitely now less tolerant 
of unethical buying behaviour, and there 
is EU legislation in the pipeline requiring 
companies to source ethically, to be more 
socially responsible and accountable. 
Fairtrade still has a very strong case.

“What gives us the right 
to buy a kilo of bananas 
for 99 euro cents while 
at the same time the 
people growing them 

don’t even get enough 
money to cover their 

basic needs?”

“I am more optimistic 
than ever about 

fairtrade bananas!”
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Our top 2 of delicious & 
nutritious fruity smoothies

Tip:
Create your delicious 

smoothie with AgroFair’s 

Bio-Organic Fairtrade 

Banana Puree. 

 
www.agrofair.nl/organic-

fairtrade-puree
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1. Peel and slice the Fairtrade bananas.
2. Take a bow, remove the crowns from the 

strawberries and, if necessary, cut the largest 
strawberries in half.

3. Put the pieces of banana and strawberries in a 
blender and add the milk and yoghurt. For an 
even smoother taste, add some liquid honey. 

4. Puree it all in the blender until creamy. If you 
do not have a blender, a hand mixer 
will do the job.

1. Blow a kiss to the farmer, peel and slice the 
Fairtrade bananas and the mango. 

2. Put in a blender and add the yoghurt and 
orange juice.

3. Puree the mixture in the blender until it is thick, 
smooth and creamy.

When energy is low, whip up some of our office Signature 

smoothies and watch everyone spring to life! 

Farmer’s Favourite Banana 

and Strawberry Smoothie

Truly Tropical Banana & 

Mango Smoothie 

Ingredients:
- 4 ripe Fairtrade bananas or 
   an equal measure of Fairtrade 
   banana puree  
- 250g fresh strawberries 
- 300ml milk
- 300ml yogurt 
- Dash of liquid honey

You can never go wrong with bananas and 
strawberries! This tasty, fresh banana & 

strawberry smoothie is at the top of our list. 

What do you expect? We deal in tropical 
fruits. Of course we have a tropical house 

favourite! For a sunshiny start to your day.

Ingredients:
- 4 ripe Fairtrade bananas 
- 2 mangoes
- 300ml yogurt
- 200ml orange juice

Energise with
AgroFair’s

Signature Smoothies

Tip:
for a nutritious

breakfast smoothie,

add 4 tbsp of flaxseed

and 4 tbsp of oat flakes

for that little

extra energy!

Tip:
Customise by adding a stalk 

of mint, more yoghurt or orange 

juice! Or go totally tropical 

and add cream of coconut and 

pineapple juice instead. Use 

cubed frozen fruit for a 

thick and cool 

frozen smoothy.
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The value of a banana with duct tape. If you are a 
famous artist, you can stick a banana with duct tape 
on a white background and sell it for between $120,000 
and $150,000. The artwork is called Comedian and was 
created by artist Maurizio Cattelan, known for the gold 
toilet bowl stolen from Buckingham Palace. Several 
bananas were stuck on it with duct tape and sold. But 
what did people buy? Apparently the idea is that yes, 
exactly that, only the idea was sold. “The concept.”  
And that the buyers get a certificate of authenticity. So 
the fact that a banana was also eaten by a ‘performing 

arts’ artist was no problem. Just glue on a new banana 
and you’re done. No copyright on an idea The idea of 
sticking on a banana with duct tape is exactly that: an 
idea. An idea cannot be protected by copyright. Only 
the specifically elaborated version of it. But then again, 
a banana is a banana. There is nothing special about 
duct tape either, as well as a white wall. There would 
have to be something in the execution that is special 
enough for it to be protected by copyright. The exact 
way of attaching it, for example. Or if something special 
was done with the banana.

Art or no art? 
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A logistic chain is all about connection. We 
like to firmly connect with our partners at 
both ends of the line. From fruit producers 
to supermarkets, we work hard at forging 
long & lasting, happy relationships with 
everybody. But how well do our partners 
know the other?

For this anniversary magazine we set up an 
online meeting between one of our original 
producers, Ecuatorian Producers Association 
El Guabo (member of the AgroFair 
Cooperative of Producers) and one of our 
longest-standing customers, supermarket 
giant Coop Switzerland. 

EL GUABO, ECUADOR

COOP SWITZERLAND
&

THE STORY OF SMALL PRODUCERS AND A COMMITTED RETAILER
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After introductions, Pierre makes the 
first move, asking Fabiola and Edwin 
how it all started for them.

Fabiola & Edwin: “El Guabo was 
founded in 1997 and we exported our 
first containers by 1998.”

“Everyone thought we were crazy, 
they thought that a cooperative of 14 
inexperienced small producers would 
never stand a chance in a business 

that had been dominated for years by large multinationals. We 
were told that it was a losing battle and that small producers had 
to accept their place in the pecking order. But we went ahead 
anyway, and with the support of NGOs Solidaridad and AgroFair 
we borrowed the money and bought banana cartons from other 
producers. With that, and the holy fire that was burning in our 
hearts, we managed to put a container of our own export bananas 
up on consignment. What an exciting undertaking that was! We 
had no idea where our bananas were going in Europe. Would the 
quality be acceptable, would they arrive at their destination and 
would there even be a market for our bananas?” 

“Looking back now, we feel that at that moment we took control 
of our own lives. We would no longer be dependent on external, 
inhibiting and unfair forces.”

“Afterwards, we found out that our first container had gone to 
Switzerland, a distant country for us, to a supermarket chain called 
Coop Switzerland.”
 
Edwin: “Pierre, listening to all this, what were your first 
impressions and memories of El Guabo?”

Pierre: “Well, that story would have to start with Master Emin. 
When I transferred from Sales to Buying at Coop Switzerland, 
and became responsible for the bananas, I was confronted with 
the legendary banana ripener/master Emin Selami. From him I 
received my initiation into the banana ripening science. Emin was 
the gatekeeper, no banana passed unless it met the strict Emin/
Coop Switzerland requirements.”

“After Coop Switzerland had made the decision to continue to 
buy from El Guabo, Emin and the then purchasing manager 
travelled to El Guabo to check out the situation on site, but also 
to give instructions in order to achieve the best quality for Coop 
Switzerland.”

EL Guabo

Pierre Jaumaud (Purchase Manager at Coop Switzerland) 

meets Edwin Patricio Melo Proaño (Presidente of El 

Guabo) and Fabiola Ramon (Ex-presidente of El Guabo 

and wife of Edwin Melo) talking about their experiences 

with AgroFair.

Edwin Patricio Melo Proaño

Pierre Jaumaud 
Coop Switzerland 

“Everyone thought we were crazy, 
they thought that a cooperative of 14 
inexperienced small producers would 

never stand”
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“It was certainly not always easy, because after all, these were 
the pioneering years, not only for our business relationship but 
for the whole concept of Fairtrade. Everything was new and 
everything was uncharted territory. But the effort proved to 
be more than worth it. The story we have written together is 
simply unique, and from where I stand now, our relationship is 
built to last. With such a long history we are like family. 

Coop Switzerland takes pride in its relations with small 
producers, including the mountain farmers.”

Fabiola & 
Edwin: “Going 
back to the first 
visit of Coop 
Switzerland to El 
Guabo, and more 

specifically to the comments and keen eye of Emin Selami. 
Purely on the basis of box codes, mr Selami was able to tell 
us which producers were doing a good job and which needed 
to improve. It really hit us then that Fairtrade also came with 
quality requirements. We can truthfully say that this attitude of 
Coop Switzerland and AgroFair has only made us stronger. This 
shift in perspective gave us the opportunity to further expand 
our exports to all parts of the world.”

“Our own visits to Switserland also helped a lot. Here we could 
see with our own eyes how the bananas that we put so much 
care and attention into were ripened and eventually reached 
the Swiss consumers. It was a real eye-opener and the first 
time, without doubt, an emotional one.”

Fabiola Ramon 

“The story we have written 
together is simply unique, and 
from where I stand now, our 
relationship is built to last” 
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“One of the visits will never be forgotten by two producers, 
Victor Marques and Jorge Coreizaca, who visited Coop’s ripening 
facilities. Jorge started to cry when he saw his own bananas 
lying there, knowing all the hard work that had gone into them 
and seeing that they would soon be enjoyed by satisfied Swiss 
consumers.”

Pierre: “So can we talk about the Fairtrade premium? How have 
they worked out for you?”

Fabiola & Edwin: “Fairtrade has brought about a dramatic 
revolution at El Guabo, in terms of an additional annual income 
of 1.5 million dollars that can be spent on social projects, housing, 
education, better equipped business premises, a medical centre, 
local sustainability projects and so on. The Fairtrade premium 
has also created a business dynamic in terms of better prices and 
annual volume contracts that are better respected than before. 
But the most important thing is that people get security and 
peace of mind, they can plan ahead and are given perspective. 
Not everything is rosy, the daily problems are still present and 
standard of living can still be an issue. For instance: for the 
workers to get up at 5 o’clock in the morning and to work until the 
bananas are on the truck towards the final destination is a daily 
reality.”

“We would like to stress here that all the well-known improvement 
programmes that come back again and again may seem a bit 
boring in the perception of Western citizens because they seem so 
repetitive and unspectacular, but they are of vital importance to 
develop the basic needs that are considered completely normal to 
an average European citizen.”

“Very topical now is the whole situation with Covid-19, and the 
fruits we are now reaping from our medical policy. Facilities have 
been raised to a much higher level with the result that on the 
whole, members of our community are much better off than the 
average Ecuadorian. At this very moment all employees and their 
families are getting their first vaccination in the Medical Centre 
that was constructed with Fairtrade premium money. If this had 
not been the case, the situation would have been much, much 
different.”

Pierre: “How do you see the near and distant future, knowing that 
new challenges will always present themselves?”

Fabiola & Edwin: “As far as the near future is concerned, there 
are plenty of big challenges going on. All hands are currently on 
deck with the imminent danger of TR4 banana disease. So far 
this disease has not yet appeared in our region, but knowing that 
some affected areas were found in neighboring Peru, the vigilance 
system is now in alarm phase and very strict measures are taken 
to keep this all-destructive banana disease away from us. Already, 
entrance onto plantations is restricted and entrance locks are 
being constructed everywhere for strict disinfection procedures 
before entering the plantations.”

“Our business future looks promising. We are currently shipping 
a total of 40 containers a week to the EU, US, NZ and Canada. 
The fact that El Guabo is also part of CPAF ( Cooperativa 
de Productores de AgroFair ) makes active prospecting and 
communication easier for us through the Sales & Marketing 
department of AgroFair.”

Edwin: “And what are Coop’s expectations and desires for the 
future with regard to El Guabo and the banana sector as a 
whole?”

Pierre: “We are well aware that in this increasingly globalised 
world, there are still many challenges ahead of us. Over the last 
two years we have experienced this more than ever before, and 
most certainly so in the banana sector.” 

“It makes us proud to partake in the Fairtrade system. We 
continue to show solidarity with each other even in difficult 
competitive circumstances. The pressure on remains enormous, 
and certain large organisations are still putting undue pressure 
on the Fairtrade and banana sector in general, selling bananas at 
far too low a price at the point of sale, as a lure. In addition, there 
is the huge problem of banana producers who feel obliged to sell 
their bananas on the spot market, throwing them into a state of 
permanent insecurity. Sometimes this leads to bankruptcy, with 
dramatic consequences.”

“Fairtrade has brought about a dramatic 

revolution at El Guabo, in terms of an additional 

annual income of 1.5 million dollars that can be 

spent on social projects, housing, education, better 

equipped business premises, a medical centre, 

local sustainability projects and so on.”
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“Unfortunately, even Fairtrade producers cannot escape this 
fate in some cases when they see their theoretically unbreakable 
annual contracts go up in smoke between one day and the next.” 

“That is why Coop Switzerland will continue to be a supporter and 
advocate of Fairtrade certified bananas. You know, despite the 
many years of awareness-raising by the Fairtrade organisations 
(like Max Havelaar in Switzerland) the average consumer still has 
an insufficient idea of what it takes to get quality bananas into 
the shops. That being as it is, it is our responsibility as retailers 
never to be the cause of poverty, as still is often the case today 
due to harsh and ruthless competitive market mechanisms. 
Another of our desires for the future regards sustainability.”

“As you know, this subject is very dear to our hearts. We want to 
give it all the attention it can get, and our request to you is to 
put extra focus on it. We know that EL GUABO is already working 
hard on this. We want help you spread the word and keep the 
public opinion informed on projects such as reforestation and the 
reduction and recycling of plastic.”

Edwin & Fabiola: “On the subject of competition and underpricing, 
we would like to mention that the expanding area of large 
Fairtrade plantations gives small producers like us - and certainly 
the mountain farmers that are far away from monoculture - a 
much lower yield per hectare. So this remains a point of attention 
within the supply and demand mechanism, also with Fairtrade 
bananas.”

“The idea of sustainability is gaining footage here in Ecuador, and 
awareness of this aspect is now receiving permanent attention. 
Projects such as reforestation and plastic recycling are good 
examples, but we also produce organic fertiliser for both organic 
and conventional banana cultivation. Offering a carbon-neutral 
banana is now also a possibility.”

“This is all about reducing global warming, of which we have 
recently been made aware once again in all parts of the world by 
dramatic flooding and extreme heat. We must all pull together to 
stop this, or at least try to stop it.”

“Of course, there is still a lot to be said, and so many aspects that 
we have not been able to cover in this interview, but in conclusion 
we would like to ask you: do you have any other wishes, desires or 
ambitions in relation to our cooperation?”

Pierre: “First of all, it was a pleasure and a real joy to meet 
each other again, even if we now have to make do with a 
Teams connection. Let’s think positive, now that we know that 
the vaccination programmes are up to speed both here and in 
Ecuador, and that we can hopefully pick up our normal way of life 
again.”

“From a Coop Switzerland perspective, I can only emphasise that 
we will continue with the momentum we have going now, always 
thinking ahead, which we have always done successfully together. 
You know how we are always saying that standing still is going 
backwards? We will never let that happen.”

“From the point of view of volume of Fairtrade bananas we 
remain as committed as always. As things are evolving now we 
expect an increase in volumes, certainly in the case of organic 
bananas, but the conventional banana will undoubtedly continue 
to receive our attention as well.”

Fabiola & Edwin: “From our side it is also a pleasure to see and 
talk to each other again. Human contact is of course essential 
and so much better than pure clinical trading with each other! 
Being small producers, we certainly do not shun reality. We are 
well aware that with our structure of a fragmented number of 
producers working small parcels of land, we have to compete 
with large plantations with a single producer and a single packing 
code, which is much easier for the supermarkets. When Fairtrade 
bananas were introduced 25 years ago, they worked exclusively 
with small producers. Those times have changed, but we believe 
that both large plantations and small producers can live side 
by side and improve their living conditions together. That is why 
we work around the clock, day after day, all year round, offering 
consumers our excellent bananas. Our future depends on it.” 

“We thank everyone in the chain for their cooperation, and 
hopefully we will soon have the opportunity to meet again in 
person!”
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YELLOW
Don‘t mess with yellow,
it is our favorite colour.

Yellow is exciting without being 
loud or angry. Yellow is the most 
luminous of all the colors of the 
spectrum. It’s the color that captures 
our attention more than any other 
color. The human eye processes 
yellow first. This explains why it 
is used for cautionary signs and 
emergency rescue vehicles. It’s the 
color of happiness, and optimism, 
of enlightenment and creativity, 
sunshine and spring.
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Since I am at Eurofruits anyway, I have a brief 
meeting with the warehouse manager. Point of 
attention: to immediately report any boxes of 
yellowed fruit to our logistics department, instead 
of including it in the usual monthly report.

Heading downstairs first to our cold store. 
Taking some time to discuss today’s particularities with 
our QC inspectors Menno & Renate. After this I check my 
e-mails and dispatch several quality reports.

Petrol and a roadside sandwich.
No bananas for lunch...

A banana a day is not enough
to stay in shape!

Touching base with my wife and children, getting ready 
for dinner and talking about our day. 
After dinner: chores chores chores.. clearing up, washing the 
dishes, and it’s not too late for dad to do a spot of construction 
work, mounting some outdoor lamps on the house at 19:30.

Putting up my feet and time to 
watch some television.

Brushing teeth and going to bed. 
Rest, on to the next day!

12.45u:   At the Warehouse 

13.00u:   Heading back to Headquarters

14.45u:   Arrival at the AgroFair offices

16.45u:   Wrapping up

18.30u:   Home sweet home

17.00u:   Hitting the Gym 

21.30u:   Job done!

23.30u:   Bedtime for Bonzo 

14.00u:   Refueling stop!

About Jurien LeLarge 

Since 1996 Jurien has worked in the 

banana industry. He unloaded the 

first Fairtrade Max Havelaar banana 

container ever. Jurien is 51 years old, 

works as an inspector for AgroFair and 

lives with his family in Ridderkerk. 

Before working at AgroFair Jurien 

worked as a banana ripening specialist 

in Belgium and the Netherlands. 

QUALITY LIVING: A DAY IN THE LIFE OF 

QUALITY INSPECTOR JURIEN LELARGE
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Today’s program: Customer visit to Belgium. 
This customer has reported problems with 
Ripe & Turning and Crown rot.
 
(This is the time of the year when we deal 
with vulnerable fruit from Peru & Ecuador, 
as a result we see more of these not-so-
tasty fruit conditions).

A 1.30h car ride ahead, 
to our loyal partner Van Damme 
modern banana ripening in 
Ternat, Belgium.

AgroFair has a container arrival point near Antwerp. On 
the way back I make a stop at the location: Kallo.

After reporting myself at Security, I can 
enter the terminal.

Once inside I go straight to our quality inspector 
Sarah, to discuss the quality of the fruit with 
her. She tells me that crown rot is still found in 
incoming containers, but that in transport with 
Controlled Atmosphere (CA) the occurrence is 
significantly lower. The container brings the 
oxygen level from 21% to 3%.

First things first: coffee! Then me & manager Gregory walk to the ripening rooms 
for inspection. Having checked over our fruit, we agree that the problem of 
crown rot is significant. We take note of the producer codes. 

Me and Gregory agree on a line of action:
• Extra exit checks upon loading;
• Gregory will make note of producers-codes with high occurrence of crown rot;
• I will subsequently link these codes back to the producers for them to follow up 

correct where necessary;
• We will monitor the fruit extra closely over the next few weeks.

7.00u:   Good morning!

7.45u:   Get cracking! 

9.30u:   Arrival at the banana ripening company

11.00u:   On the road again

12.00u:   Arrival at Eurofruitports Kallo

12.15u:   Inside the Eurofruitports terminal

Crown rot: = The top of the banana bunch is called the 

crown. It has several cutting surfaces. When cutting, hygienic 

working conditions are super important: if regulations like 

clean blades, clean working environment, correct application 

of post-harvest agent are not properly maintained, fungi can 

cause rot. 

Ripe & rotting = Yellow fruit on arrival.

Healthy bananas should be green upon arrival, not yellow and 

certainly not brown. Possible causes for early ripening are: 

 

1. Crown rot, infecting the other fruits in the crate.

2. Fruit that is past its prime: ideally, the fruit is cut after 

10-12 weeks. Poor farm management may result in the fruit 

getting cut too late (13-14 weeks).

Normal fruit color to receive at your ripening facility 

Maximum ripeness desirable for retail display 

Ideal for consumer use

Ideal for consumer use

Consumer ripe, sweetest flavor and 
maximum nutritive value 

The first color change in the ripening cycle

Firm and ideal for shipping to retail

Ideal for retail display

Banana Color Chart
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1. Preheat the oven to 220°C and grease the oven dish. 
2. Boil & slice the potatoes. 
3. Peel & chop the onion. Dry your eyes. 
4. Wash & cube the peppers.
5. Heat butter, margarine or oil in a frying pan and cook 

the minced meat until loose and no longer pink. Add 
onions, pepper and your fabulous spice mix and cook 
for about 5 minutes more to allow the flavours to 
come together.

6. Now add 35cl of water and leave to simmer for a 
couple of minutes to let the flavours come together.

7. Lovingly remove the peels from the Fairtrade bananas 
and cut the bananas into slices.

8. Now transfer the mince mixture to the oven dish and 
spread out to an even layer. Arrange the banana slices 
on top and cover with the potato slices.

9. Top off with a generous layer of grated cheese. Bake 
under the grill for approx. 5 minutes until golden 
brown and enjoy!

Ingredients:
- 1 tsp salt
- 2 tsp nutmeg
- 2 tsp white pepper
- 1 tsp ground paprika
- 1 tsp onion powder
- 1 tsp ginger powder
- 1 tsp garlic powder

If you like it hot, you can add ¼ tsp (we said 
TEAspoon!) of chili powder or chili flakes.

You will also need:
1 oven dish of approx. 2 litres

*Spice-up-your-life mix:

When we asked our employees about their 

favourite home dish, casseroles came out on top! 

We like them in a million varieties but the 

sweet home comfort of this oven dish with 

banana won the gold. Don’t let the surprising 

combination of flavours put you off – it’s 

delicious!
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Casserole à la Banana Tropicana

Ingredients:
- 800 gr potatoes
- 2 bananas (Fairtrade of course!)
- 1 onion
- 1 red pepper/paprika, 1 green pepper/paprika
- 1 tbsp vegetable oil, butter or margarine
- 500 gr combined minced meat (beef & pork)
- 1 sachet of minced meat spice mix or 1 tbsp of 
   our homemade variety (see below)*
- 100 gr of matured cheese, grated
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Once, in the not so distant past, banana growers failed to acknowledge the threat of spreading plant 
diseases such as Fusarium Wilt, a devastating condition that kills Cavendish bananas around the globe. 

Not so AgroFair: only a minute player in the entire business, they recognised the threat for what it was, 
hosted a workshop to prepare a proposal aimed at establishing a major research program and - of all 
participants - pledged the largest funds towards it.

To make a long story short, this boosted research at Wageningen University and Research (WUR), and I 
am proud to applaud AgroFair’s visionary and unconditional support of our work! 

We are now about 10 years on, and the situation has only gotten worse. Fusarium Wilt has reached every 
continent and threatens major production zones, affecting food and income security for many. 

Whereas we think of bananas mainly as an enjoyable fruit, they form a major staple food for millions of 
people and an important component of daily diets for billions more. It is odd that such an important crop 
has received so little attention from academia. It is certainly not a model crop. For this reason, all required 
tools for crop improvement must stem from research. This is necessary, as global export is dominated by 
Cavendish bananas. 

Cavendish are highly susceptible to both Fusarium Wilt and another fungal disease, Black Sigatoka, that 
requires weekly pesticide applications for its control. Also, the popular and productive Cavendish bananas 
cannibalize on many local varieties by out-competing them. Over 50% of regional varieties have been 
pushed aside to produce this super-susceptible clone. Growing a single variety on such a large scale is 
asking for problems and transforms the industry into a fragile business. Currently, banana production 
in many regions is crashing from diseases resulting from genetic uniformity and its subsequent extreme 
vulnerability. 

At WUR, together with many partners, we develop tools to predict and control diseases by being smart 
and innovative across the entire production chain. Our long-term efforts focus on diversifying the crop. 
We foresee future (super)markets selling a wide diversity of bananas. Different tastes, different colors and 
much more resilience to less favorable climatic conditions and particularly to diseases. The art of breeding 
is the foundation for this ambitious strategy. 

Thank you AgroFair for having been such a generous partner all these years and for sharing this vision to 
shake up and wake up a conservative industry!

In the Limelight
Guest Column

Banana killers
BY PROFESSOR GERT KEMA

WAGENINGEN UNIVERSITY

“Whereas we think of bananas mainly as an enjoyable fruit, 

they form a major staple food for millions of people”
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WHAT TO DO WITH A WHOLE BUNCH OF PLASTIC?

FROM BUNCH BAGS 

TO CORNER BOARDS

To get a flawless banana to your table is complicated. 
Baby bananas are fragile. That is why, in banana 
cultivation for export, plastic bags are wrapped around 
each young bunch to protect it from insects and birds. 
This creates a microclimate inside the bag, which makes 
the bananas in the bunch grow better. Problem is: the 

bunch bag as we know it can only be used once. 
After the grown bunch is harvested there are two 
options. Either the bag becomes waste, or it becomes 
raw material that can be recycled and made into 
another product. Either way, huge amounts of plastic 
waste are concerned.
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In Peru’s banana sector (+/- 10,000 hectares), an 
estimated 20 million plastic bags are used annually 
for this purpose, some 450 tonnes of plastic 
altogether. An awful lot of this plastic waste used to 
be disposed of in landfills, incinerated or even worse, 
dumped on plantations or by the roadside. Thankfully, 
this is now gradually changing for the better.

RECYCLING 
PLASTIC

In some banana countries (such as in Costa 
Rica) considerable energy is now put into 
recycling, but in most cases, plastic waste 
simply goes out with the garbage (ending up 
in landfills), gets buried, burned or dumped 
on plantations or by the roadside. Sooner 
or later a lot of this plastic ends up in the 
sea, becoming part of the gigantic ‘plastic 
soup’ mass in the ocean before eventually 
breaking down and making its way into the 
aquatic food chain. Through fish consumption, 
microplastics now form an unhealthy part of 
our diet. Plenty of reasons for action on the 
plastic front!

A plan for action may be distilled from the 
‘three-R’s’, a method often referred to in the 
course of promoting a more circular economy: 
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle. Let’s see if we can 
apply the elements of this method to plastic 
products:

Reduce:
Reducing (or even banishing!) the use of 
plastic bunch bags sounds like a great idea. 
Sadly, us humans are not the only creatures 
that love to feed on the sweetness of 
bananas.  

The growing bunches are equally attractive to 
insects that feed on the peel and leave behind 

small scratches, spots or scars. Some call 
these small scars or spots ‘the kiss of nature’, 
and indeed, they are the best sign that no 
insecticides were applied.

But the supermarkets on our side of the 
pond pursue what is called ‘cosmetic quality’, 
expecting the uniform yellow glory of the 
picture perfect banana - as it were painted 
yesterday.  

The price for this uniform flawlessness is the 
use of plastic bunch bags. Or, in conventional, 
non-organic banana production: the use of 
bunch bags impregnated with insecticide. 
How many consumers are even aware of this? 

Bunch bags are used for export bananas only, 
not in cultivation of bananas for the national 
and local markets. Scars on the peel do not 
affect the fruit in any way. As any local can tell 
you, the bananas you buy on local markets in 
Asia, Africa or Latin America are delicious. And 
who eats the peel anyway… do you? 

As long as the supermarkets do not educate 
consumers that there is nothing wrong with a 
banana with some scars on the peel, reducing 
or eliminating the use of plastic bunch bags 
is out of the question. Zero tolerance rules for 
cosmetic deficiencies.

For those of you 
who do not dwell 
in the enchanting 
world of palletizing: 
corner boards 
are pallet edge 
protectors and we 
use a LOT of them; 
80 per container! 
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Re-use:
As things stand, reuse  is no option in 
the export banana business. The banana 
bunch bags are very thin and tear easily. 
Cleaning them is undoable, which makes 
them suitable for single use only. 
So what about the third option?

Recycle 
Banana production goes through a lot of 
plastic. And when we say a lot, we mean 
A LOT!  

In Peru’s banana sector only (spanning 
about ten thousand hectares) an 
estimated twenty million plastic bunch 
bags are used each year, some four 
hundred and fifty tonnes of plastic 
altogether.  

Can you imagine what that looks like? Try 
to visualise this: each bunch bag is 150cm 
long by 80cm wide. When placed in a row, 
this stretches to 30.000 kilometres! Do you 
prefer patchwork patterns? When spread 
out together, this mass of bunch bags 
would create a plastic sheet of almost 
seven square kilometres ... 

Plastic bags are generally made of thin 
foil which poses a problem. Surprisingly, 
recycling thin foil proves far more difficult 
than recycling plastic bottles or other, 
heavier products.  

There are several reasons for this. Plastic 
bags used by households are often 
contaminated, difficult to clean, weigh 
no more than a couple of grams and are 
therefore difficult to handle and collect. 
A single lightweight plastic chair of say, 
three kilos, weighs as much as a thousand 
plastic lunch bags or one hundred and 
fifty plastic bunch bags. Due to all this, 
products made of plastic foil have the 
worst recycling score on the planet. 
Almost no plastic bags are recycled.  
 
That is why a lot of plastic bags end up 
as microplastics in the environment; and 
why several countries (notably, in the 
‘underdeveloped’ African countries) are 
now banning the use of plastic shopping 
bags.  

Recycling plastics of homogeneous 
composition and as near as possible to the 

point of origin helps. Now luckily, in the 
case of banana bunch plastic, this can be 
organized. 

Corner Boards
Affordable technology is now within 
reach for small-scale local recycling of 
banana plastic into corner boards. Corner 
boards are plastic pegs, used to keep the 
banana boxes on a pallet in place, and 
the industry uses a lot of them. Time for 
some quick math: a full pallet stacks 54 
boxes. In a reefer container, 20 pallets are 
transported, that makes 80 corner boards 
required per container. 

Corner boards are made with the use of 
an agglomerator which shreds plastic 
bags and shapes the material into pellets. 
A complete extruder line then melts the 
plastic granules into corner boards with a 
production capacity of 40 corner boards 
per hour. The machinery to do this can be 
bought in China at an affordable price.

And that is exactly what AgroFair is doing!
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Plastic Production

With support from the Dutch enterprise 
RVO, CACTUS Supermarkets from 
Luxembourg and the NGO Solidaridad 
in Peru, two complete production lines 
have now been shipped to the Dominican 
Republic and two more to Peru. For Peru, 
two additional recycling lines are planned. 
In this project, we receive technical 
assistance from ‘Plastic Fantastic’, an 
organisation that specialises in the 
recycling of plastics and is linked to the 
Technical University of Applied Sciences in 
Enschede, The Netherlands. 

To run the recycling plant in Peru, a 
new company has been set up. ‘Grupo 
ECOBAN’ has six shareholders: the 
banana producer associations AVACH 
and APOQ; the cooperatives APPBOSA 
and Río y Valle, the sector organisation 
‘Clúster Banano del Perú’ and the 
company ‘Tulipán Naranja’, AgroFair’s 
subsidiary in Peru. The recycling plant is 

being constructed as we speak, starting 
up with two production lines; extendable 
to six lines in the future.

Adding up
Ambitions are fierce. Two recycling 
lines will allow a considerable amount 
of banana plastic to be recycled. With 
two more lines, plastic waste from other 
organisations can be taken on as well. 
Prospects are promising. Corner boards 
made from recycled plastic can be sold 
at competitive prices, making a modest 
profit possible. When reinvested, the 
production capacity of the plant could be 
further extended, bringing the total up to 
six lines and allowing the plastic waste 
of the entire local banana sector to be 
recycled. 

This would produce up to 960.000 corner 
boards a month, enough to export 12.000 
banana containers per year with corner 

boards made from recycled plastic. This 
equals the entire current volume.
The maths for a local circular economy 
add up beautifully: a single corner board 
weighs about half a kilo. Approximately 
twenty bunch bags are needed to produce 
each one. The amount of plastic used on 
each hectare is exactly enough to produce 
the number of corner boards needed to 
export the bananas that it yields. Don’t 
you love a good equation...

Together with our partners, we are 
entering and exploring new terrain, fusing 
‘green’ thinking with plastic production. 
An interesting turn indeed! We are 
learning as we go, and meeting many 
challenges to overcome. We are excited 
about the future. 

Join us and follow the progress of the 
project on the website of AgroFair, 
Facebook and LinkedIn.

1. Recycled Plastic

2. Two complete production 
lines

3. Creating Corner Boards

4. Full pallet boxes with the 
green corner Boards

1

3

2

4
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Let’s go Bananas

Banana in fashion

Doesn’t this cheerful banana print put an 
instant smile on your face? These matching 
dresses for women and girls are made by 
Marble Berriez, a new Dutch sustainable 
clothing brand. Marble Berriez stands for 
timeless, elegant and feminine designs in 
exclusive, colorful prints, like the bananas.

The dresses are produced in the Netherlands 
and are made from 100% Tencel. Even the 
zippers and buttons are made from recycled 
materials, namely recycled post-consumer 
polyester and hemp.
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Silky soft ánd sustainable
Tencel is not that well known yet, but 
it is a really great invention! Not only 
is it silky soft, wrinkle resistant and 
super breathable, it is also the most 
environmentally friendly fabric and a 
“rising star” among sustainable designers. 
The fabric is made from wood pulp from 
eucalyptus forests that are sustainably 
managed. Tencel’s production process is a 
‘closed-loop’. This means that more than 
99% of the water and solvents used in 
the process are collected and reused. The 
bleaching of the fibers is done chlorine-
free, which makes Tencel completely 
biodegradable too!

Made in Holland
Marble Berriez dresses are produced in 
the Netherlands, minimizing transport and 
thus the carbon footprint. The fabrics are 
printed with unique patterns exclusively 
for Marble Berriez. This is done at a Dutch 
textile printing company that digitally 

prints with GOTS ink (Global Organic 
Textile Standard). The clothing is made 
in a Dutch sewing workshop, a beautiful 
family business that has been in business 
for 35 years! So, you can be sure that the 
dresses are produced fairly and with great 
craftmanship. 

Marble Berriez dresses are available in 
six unique and colorful patterns. Let’s go 
banana’s! is one of them and the perfect 
choice for women and girls who dare to 
be a little different.

Women’s dress € 179,95 
Girl’s dress € 79,95

www.marbleberriez.nl
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Silky soft ánd sustainable
MUSA intimates is a lingerie brand 
that strives for a world in which feeling 
comfortable in your own skin is the new 
ideal of beauty. MUSA supports this with 
her innovative undies made from banana 
textile. This fabric comes from the trunk of 
the banana plant. It becomes waste after 
harvesting the banana, for us it becomes 
our MUSA undie.

In this way, MUSA contributes to a more 
sustainable world for both the banana- 
and the fashion industry. 
The MUSA intimates undies are 
manufactured with banana textile, one of 
the strongest natural fabrics in the world.

The fabric has four exceptional areas: it 
breathes, cools, is water-repellent and has 
the possibility to be biodegradable.
 
Besides embracing your intimate zones, 
this alternative textile is also sustainable. 
It is made from waste residues from the 
Musa banana plant, more specifically: the 
“pseudo trunk”. This banana plant lives 
only once and starts to bloom around the 
age of nine months, three months later 
the fruits are ripe. The plant is cut down 
immediately after picking the fruit and the 
banana farmer is stuck with these remains.
 
There are several ways to separate the 
fibers from the trunk and turn it into 

thread. At MUSA intimates, we prefer 
a mechanical method where the inner 
layers of the banana trunk are extracted 
until only the fibers remain. The raw-fiber 
are then air-dried, twisted together with 
organic cotton and woven into yarns.
 
Finally MUSA weaves the fabric in Europe 
into the beautiful MUSA intimates undies.

For more information and/or MUSA talks:  
www.musaintimates.com
@musaintimates

Every year, millions of tonnes of bananas sail across 
the world’s ocean, to be sold in the US and Europe 
in order to satisfy our insatiable appetite for them. 
In Europe, the banana is in the top five of consumed 
fruits. The banana is the second-largest widely 
produced fruit, absorbing about 16% of the world’s 
total fruit production. 

LET’S GET
B-A-N-A-N-A-S!
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Banana in fashion
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DRAWING CONTEST
To celebrate this special anniversary from AgroFair we invited our producers 

from all countries to ask the children to prepare a drawing for a contest! The 

turnout was great and here we present the winning drawings.

Número 2

Número 1
MARTIN GUERRA ABREGO 
 
“From Coobana, Panama. 
This drawing has everything: 
environment, nature, animals 
and of course AgroFair.“

LAURA MARIN CUENCA 
 
“From Asoguabo, Ecuador. Her 
drawing shows the entire supply 
chain very well and shows us that 
we are united by trade. The hands 
demonstrate this very well!”
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Prizes

Número 3
ROBIN TUANAMA NOLE 
 
“From APOQ, Peru. His drawing shows 
us how bananas are packed, from the 
plant up to the box. We are very proud 
of them!”

OMAR GOMEZ PIZARRO  
 
“From APOQ, Peru. Last but not least 
a special mention. We decided to use 
his nice drawing as a design for our 
anniversary cake!”

In the meantime the prizes have been 
awarded and they are very happy with it!
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Can you imagine? Dropping everything 
and going to Holland, of all places, for a 

job in the banana sector? 

How did you start with 
AgroFair? 
It all happened on a sunny day in 
July of 2017. I was living in Santa 
Cruz de la Sierra in Bolivia with  my 
wife and daughter. I received a call 
from a Dutchman, a former college 
roommate named Arjan van Ruijven. 
I knew he worked in a banana-
importing company but did not really 
have much contact with him, we just 
touched base occasionally, maybe 
once a year. 

He told me he had just forwarded me 
a job description for a vacancy within 
AgroFair and asked me to read 
it, since he thought it might be of 
interest. So I got home that evening, 
printed the job description, read it 

and laughed. I literally crumpled the 
paper into a ball and tossed into 
the bin. Later, I told my wife Karina 
about this ridiculous job offer from 
the Netherlands… Can you imagine? 
Dropping everything and going to 
Holland, of all places, for a job in the 
banana sector? 

I had been living and working in 
Bolivia for more than 20 years. I 
had a family and a good job as 
a manager of a retail supplying 
company for supermarkets. My 
wife had her own career as a music 
teacher in several schools, our 
daughter was doing fine at school 
and our cat was happy sleeping 
through the day.

From Bolivia to Barendrecht in one 
month! This story is a special real 
life story from our sourcing officer 
Pablo who took the opportunity to 
start a live in the Netherlands with 
his wife and daughter.

PABLO‘S
JOURNEY

Karina looked 
at the crumpled 

piece of paper 
with job 

description and 
asked: “Why not?” 
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We were happy, successful and 
very involved in cultural activities in 
Bolivia. To me, leaving everything we 
had built behind didn’t seem like an 
option. Without any idea where we’d 
be going, such a decision felt like 
jumping off a cliff. 

But of course I had underestimated 
my wife. Karina looked at the 
crumpled piece of paper with 
job description and asked: “Why 
not?” To her, it felt more a leap of 
faith. She told me to imagine all 
the opportunities, especially for 
our daughter. She would learn a 
completely new language (neither 
Karina nor our daughter spoke 
any Dutch, apart from the song 
“Sinterklaas Kapoentje”) it would be 
a whole new experience, we would 
all learn a lot and after all, there 
would always be the option to return 
home. That night we didn´t sleep 
much, we talked and talked and 
finally agreed that if we were to take 
the opportunity, we would go for it 
100%. 

One month later I found myself on 
a plane to the Netherlands (with 
a laissez-passer because I didn’t 
own a passport) for the assessment 
tests and job interview. The trip was 
for 5 days. On the last day, after 
completing all the evaluations (the 
assessment bureau determined I 
seemed mad enough to successfully 
fill in the position), I was sitting in 
what we now know as the “fishbowl 
room” with the job contract in my 
hands. Before signing, I called my 
wife. I said I had the contract in front 
of me and that we would read it in 
Bolivia. Her reply was: “Sign it.” So 
I did. 

Later I had a meeting with Hans 
Willem, the CEO of the company, 
who asked me if I wasn’t going to 
miss Bolivia too much. I said: “Of 
course! I will probably think about 
the country every day, but our 
decision has been made.”

The day after signing the contract I 
flew back to Bolivia, and we started 
to prepare our move. That was late 
August and my contract would start 
the 1st of October, so we basically 
had one month to get everything 
done. 

Karina quit her jobs (she had 3) 
and we informed the school that 
our daughter Montserrat wouldn’t 
come back. We sold what we could 
and donated the rest to schools 
and orphanages; the only luggage 
we carried were 5 suitcases, our 
instruments (violin and cello) and, of 
course, our cat Wawita. We didn´t 
inform Karina’s family until 2 weeks

before our departure, it was a very 
hard decision.

The great Cat Transfer was the first 
thing we had to arrange. Leaving 
him behind was never an option. 
He was not at all pleased to receive 
shots against rabies and about 5 
other diseases within one week, but 
he was overruled and got chipped 
to boot, blood monsters were taken 
and sent abroad  and in the end we 
managed to obtain all his travelling 
papers in time. Getting my wife 
across proved even more difficult! 
Karina’s Schengen Visa was initially 
rejected because our Dutch liaison 
was judged unreliable (as nerve-
racking as this was at the time,

Karina and Pablo
Santa Cruz de La Sierra, 2017

New experience 
Time for a new adventure

Cat Wawita
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it made for a lot of good laughs 
afterwards because the liaison was 
actually my brother, who works with the 
Dutch police). It was an uncomfortably 
close call but we finally obtained the 
papers just days before our departure.
This is how we all arrived in Holland that 
21st of September 2017, after 21 hours 
of travelling: My two girls and me, our 
instruments and the cat. We were carrying 
everything we owned.

Bienvenidos! Do you remember 
what your first impressions were? 
With my family, we had vacationed in the 
Netherlands before. The last time was in 
2009 when me and Karina got married in 
Tilburg. I remember feeling that actually 
living here was very different from being 
on vacation! 

I also remember there were a lot of 
practicalities to take care of. Schooling 
for our daughter and housing were of 
course priorities. Before travelling to The 
Netherlands, we had tried to arrange 
school matters as much as we could and 
we quickly managed to set a date for 
an entry level test. For the first couple 
of weeks we stayed in different Air-BNB 
facilities in Rotterdam and Schiedam. 

Then all of a sudden, due to a confusing 
mix-up with a house broker, we chanced 
upon a lovely apartment in Dordrecht. 
It had all the furniture we needed, like 
a dining table and chairs, a wardrobe, 
bookcases, a washing machine, a vacuum 
cleaner and best of all: a beautiful piano. 
It also has a wonderful view of the river 
Maas. I managed to talk down the rent a 
bit and we got the apartment. We moved 
in two weeks later and we never left. We 
immediately liked the neighborhood and 
the very kind people. Some neighbors even 
offered to help Monserrat and us with the 
Dutch language. The cat found a good 

snoozing place and so he approved of the 
apartment as well and to us, the piano 
was a blessing. It was slightly out of tune 
but nothing complicated. We had been 
very sad to leave our own piano behind.

What was it like for your wife 
and daughter to be in The 
Netherlands?
Well, the first months were not easy, 
especially for my daughter Monserrat. She 
had to start her Dutch school career in 
a “schakelklas”, a special class for newly 
arrived children and teenagers with extra 
focus on learning the Dutch language. 
The school was rather far away, more 
than 40 minutes by bus, and most of 
her classmates turned out to come from 
warzones like Syria. My daughter, who 
came from a totally different situation and 
background was very much affected by 
their often grim and brutal experiences. 
There mood in the school was bordering 
on aggression, which she didn’t like at all. 

Academically, she did really great. She 
got ahead of her classmates quickly and 
finished the entire content of the first 
year in a couple of months. I remember 
attending the Fruit Logistica 2018 in Berlin 
when I received a call from one of the 
school teachers. She told me she handled 
the “special cases” and started to ask a 
lot of questions about my daughter. At 
the end of the interview she told me she 
suspected that Montserrat was a gifted 
student, highly intelligent and a quick 
learner. My reaction was: “Of course, we 
already knew that”. 

At school in Bolivia she was always a 
straight-A student and she was perpetually 
bored in class. Then we learned about 
a big difference between Bolivia and 
The Netherlands: in Holland, they adapt 
the education to the possibilities of the 
students, whilst in Bolivia the class goes as 
slow as the slowest learner. So basically, 
she started to learn Dutch in January of 
2018 and by June she was accepted at the 
Johan de Witt Gymnasium in Dordrecht. 
She still is a student there now. 
She found her first year at JdW easy and 
her class coordinator proposed she could 
try to complete year 2 and 3 in a single 

year. She did so and she passed. As her 
parents, we believe that this was the first 
time in her life that she has actually had 
to work hard to get a decent grade. Her 
comprehension of the Dutch language was 
the largest difficulty to overcome. She has 
now successfully finished 4th grade, but 
most importantly: she is happy at school. 
She now also has her first paid summer 
job! 

Looking back at our decision to come to 
the Netherlands, this makes it all worth 
it. Our daughter shows a great aptitude 
for languages, she now speaks Dutch, 
Spanish, English and French fluently 
and she is learning Latin, Greek and 
Japanese. By the time she finishes school, 
her knowledge of foreign cultures and 
languages will be an enormous advantage 
for her. We imagine she would not have 
had that opportunity in Bolivia. My wife 
Karina also felt the start wasn’t easy, but 
somehow she managed to play at the 
Orkestvereniging Dordrecht within two 
weeks. I remember saying to her: “it’s like 
musicians can smell each other from a 
distance”. 

“Most of her classmates 

turned out to come 

from warzones like 

Syria”
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At some point in those early days, Karina 
and Montserrat had spoken to a recorder 
player in Gouda and this woman had 
contacted a fellow musician who, out of 
nowhere, sent Karina a message: “Hello, 
we have a rehearsal tonight, do you want 
to join?” and so she went to that first 
rehearsal together with my daughter who, 
like her, plays the violin. They played music 
from Haydn. Neither one of them spoke a 
word of Dutch at the time. Music really is 
a universal language, all you need is some 
sheet music and you’re done. 

Besides playing at the Orkest Vereniging, 
Karina was soon also playing in the Panta 
Musica from the Johan de Witt Youth 
Orchestra. She took up singing sacred 
music with women’s’ choir “La Confiance”  
and joined the Orpheus Ensemble, 
Dordrecht’s oldest choir. Although Karina 
has a degree in Biology, she has always 
followed her vocation which is (teaching) 
music. For now Karina is studying her 
Dutch every day, she expects to take the 
exams to obtain Dutch nationality by the 
end of the year.

What were your first impressions 
of the company?
That is a difficult question to answer. I 
suppose at first I was too absorbed in my 
immediate activities to really take a bird’s 
eye view of the company and its pursuits, 
I think I didn’t have the headspace for 
that until after the first two years. I 
believe AgroFair is a wonderful company. 
Compared to any other banana company 
in the world, we do business that matters 
and make a real difference. Let’s not 
forget we were world pioneers with the 
FairTrade and Organic FairTrade bananas, 
and we are still in business, stronger and 
bigger than ever. 

One of the things I like most is the way 
we conduct our business with the banana 
producers. We always try to pay the 
highest price, we are straightforward, 
honest, transparent and of course we are 
all really nice people! I like the interaction 
with the producers. It is not always just 
about business or negotiating prices. Our 
partnership tends to go beyond that and 
we really build a beautiful relationship 
based upon mutual trust, respect and 
honesty.

So to end with, Pablo: how do 
you see the future?
I have to say: this business is not easy. 
With the passing of the years I have seen 
prices go down on the producers’ side, 
inputs like plastic, cardboard and shipping 
costs are getting more expensive, causing 

margins to be lower each year. We have 
higher production and more suppliers 
while growth in demand is not so fast. 
It’s a typical race to the bottom. We are 
striving for more efficiency while we see 
that the smaller farms and producers are 
having serious trouble coping. 

Let’s not forget that we are still living in 
a world crisis due to the pandemic. This 
has put a lot of pressure on the producers. 
Many of them have lost relatives, family 
or friends. Sometimes it is hard to imagine 
how deeply the situation has affected 
their daily lives. It has been a real struggle 
for them to keep the banana process 
running smoothly. Basically, every activity 
was somehow negatively affected by the 
situation.

I would say the Covid-19 crisis has made 
us more creative. The situation has 
required us to be inventive and flexible, 
more than once we have had to think on 
our feet to make sure the bananas kept 
coming. We have seized new opportunities 
and learned to take advantage of what is 
available. And even under all this duress, 
we have managed to enter into new 
contracts with producers we have never 
met in real life before!

I think that we have to be optimistic 
and above all we have to persevere, 
we have been growing in volume every 
year which also means more producers 
are benefitting. To stay afloat will be an 
enormous challenge but I feel confident 
that as a company we are up to the 
challenge and we will be in business for a 
long time to come!

“We are striving for 

more efficiency while 

we see that the smaller 

farms and producers 

are having serious 

trouble coping”
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COOBANA, PANAMA

The Coobana Banana Plantations are a cooperative of former Chiquita Banana 
workers who decided to come together and start their own business in 1991. 
The three plantations are located near the town of Changuinola in the Bocas 
del Toro region of Panama, and collectively occupy about 550 hectares of land. 
Starting with only 74 people, the business has gone on and expanded to around 
500 workers, with about 220 of those being members of the co-op.
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CERTIFICATION

Sourcing Fair Trade (or equally certified) 
bananas is still our core business.
From that healthy starting point we have 
always felt the need to take things further. 
We are very concerned about the rights, 
health and well-being of the people who 
work hard every day to grow and pack our 
fruit. Social standard certifications, our 
FairTrade Premium and the Living Wage 
concept are among the instruments we 
gladly make use of to better the lives of 
the people at the root of our business: our 
colleagues and co-workers.

Fairtrade

Rainforest Alliance

Demeter
Organic

The Fairtrade standard is based on 
four principles: Social Development 

(Management of the Fairtrade 
premium), Labour Conditions, 

Environmental Development, and 
Sustainable Trade. It contains Core 

and Development criteria. The 
difference with the RFA standard 
is that there is a minimum price, 

Fairtrade premium, obligation to have 
permanent contracts for permanent 

work and stronger checks on 
compliance.

The Rainforest Alliance Sustainable 
Agriculture Standard contains four 
principles: Effective planning and 
management system, Biodiversity 

conservation, Natural resource 
conservation and Improved livelihoods 

and human wellbeing. All principles 
contain Critical & Continuous 

improvement criteria.

The organic standard is based 
on the international principles of 
natural agriculture. Crop rotation 

and improvement of soil fertility with 
compost and manure are important 

principles. Synthetic chemicals are not 
allowed. 

Demeter is a special form of organic 
agriculture, which is inspired by the 

antroposofic principles of Rudolf 
Steiner. Circular and mixed agriculture 
and the use of special preparations are 

characteristic  of this way of organic 
agriculture.

THE WORLD’S FIRST FAIR TRADE BANANA
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FAIRTRADE PREMIUM PROJECTS              

The Fairtrade Premium and earnings from the Fairtrade 

Minimum Price can help counter challenges

Agriculture isn’t easy. Price swings, climate change, and 
limited access to credit create pressure on producers, 
who often struggle to stretch the earnings from 
one harvest to the next. The Fairtrade Premium and 
earnings from the Fairtrade Minimum Price can help 
counter such challenges.

On top of a Fairtrade Minimum Price for the bananas, 
the Fairtrade approach includes a Fairtrade Premium 
– an additional sum of money that farmers and 
workers invest in projects they choose. Like providing 
scholarships to local children, helping children in 
need with language and physical therapy, housing 
improvements and making healthcare more readily 
available to farmers, workers, and their families. 

Also investments of the Fairtrade Premium often target 
needed in training and infrastructure. Below you can 
see three examples from our producers.

Altogether, over 6000 families throughout the world 
benefit from this business model through our supply 
chain. In 2020 we were happy to pay out $ 3,5 million in 
Fairtrade Premium. 

Since 2014 we have been Covenant Members of the 
Platform for Sustainable Trade in Fresh Produce. Big 
name, big targets: the Covenant Members are on a 
mission to be ringleaders: all have ambitiously pledged 
to buy nothing less than 100% sustainable products by 
the year 2020. AgroFair already achieved this goal in 
2016!
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Purpose
To help protect the environment by offering the growers a solution for 
their plastic waste.

Project
For the construction of two plastic collection centers at AsoGuabo and 
Libertad, an investment of $ 42,000 was made.

The Plastic Storage Center of AsoGuabo has a capacity to store 
approximately 45 tons of plastic sheeting and plastic banana protectors 
and the Center of Storage of Plastic and Protectors of Libertad has an 
approximate capacity of 30 tons.

The recycling of plastic in the Acopios de AsoGuabo y Libertad benefits 
the producers as it helps to avoid the accumulation of plastic waste in 
the banana plantations. The plastic waste can now be handled correctly. 
By participating in this program, the growers will benefit from the 
income generated by the sale of the plastic. These benefits can then be 
invested in their banana plantations to keep them financially healthy.

For the moment, the plastic recycling project is in the collection phase, 
hoping to assemble enough for the sale. The plastic will then be 
delivered to a plastic processing factory that makes corners for pallets. 
Once the first cargo has been shipped, the money obtained will be 
exchanged for goods and these will be delivered to the producer.

The banana growing process has a high demand for plastic. This is why 
the AsoGuabo opted to carry out the recycling of the plastic and then 
sell it to these factories. In this way, AsoGuabo obtains benefits that will 
be delivered to the participating partners of the project.

Organisation 
Association El Guabo – Ecuador

Fairtrade Premium Project

Center of collection of plastics

Beneficiaries

The 200 AsoGuabo growers, who did not know what to do 

with the plastic left behind from the growing process. 

Week after week, after the fruit has been exported, 

they are stuck with a mountain of plastic... 

“The environmental impact is positive: as we all know, plastic is one 

of the biggest pollution hazards worldwide. By recycling the plastic, 

El Guabo is helping to reduce the burden of plastic worldwide and 

being friendly to the environment. Plastic recycling also helps to 

reduce greenhouse gas emissions, by recycling this product the 

amount of raw material is reduced.”

Edwin Patricio Melo Proaño 

Presidente El Guabo
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Purpose
The construction of a medical dispensary in the facilities of the 
Association, which has adequate and comfortable infrastructure for 
patients and new technological equipment. With the implementation of 
this medical dispensation  El Guabo guarantees the health and well-
being of the partners, employees and the community..

Project
Attention in the dispensary is free of charge for members and staff 
working in the Association. If you need medical help someone else, will 
be treated in the same way, but if it has a minimum cost. It is necessary 
to mention that all medical consultations are carried out by professional 
personnel, hired by El Guabo.

Currently the new El Guabo medical dispensary is in operation during 
office hours, open Monday through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
plus the new equipment and good infrastructure, the dispensary also has 
medications that be required by patients are delivered free of charge.
The investment made in the construction of the Medical Dispensary was 
$ 40,000

Organisation 
Association El Guabo – Ecuador

Fairtrade Premium Project

New medical center for members
and staff

“Having professional medical attention for free in the facilities of 

the AsoGuabo, is a project that greatly benefits all the people not 

only that make up this prestigious association, but those of the entire 

sector. Well, having adequate facilities for check-ups and in cases of 

urgency to have where to go so as not to put our health at risk seems 

to me an excellent thing. At the time of the care with the doctor, the 

symptoms were taken and my discomfort was calmly evaluated. 

Once I knew what I had, they prescribed the medications. It should 

be noted that in the center I was given medicine that they had and 

of those who were lacking, I was given the prescription to buy it. 

Having an association that has as one of its priorities to guarantee 

the health and well-being of the members, work staff and the whole 

community seems to me very good.”

Beneficiaries

With the implementation of this medical dispensation 

El Guabo guarantees the health and well-being of the 

partners, employees and the community of El Guabo.

Patricia Ramón Sanmartín  

Producer
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Purpose
The gender equity project’s motto is: ”Men and women 
strengthened with love and free from violence ”. It consists 
of training and raising awareness through talks, workshops, 
marches, information sheets, videos for women, partners, 
workers, partner wives and the community in general on 
issues of gender equity related to the prevention of domestic 
violence.

Project
We worked with the fourth and fifth grade classes of all the 
Educational Institutions. The main objective is to promote a 
culture of equity, without stereotypes, seeking to stop gender 
violence.

We trained approximately 80 participants per educational 
institution, sharing basic information on equity and equal 
opportunities. We also work with the students on techniques 
that allow them to discover and structure their social skills 
for the development of healthy relationships. 
Different dynamics were explored between the participants, 
seeking to promote a coexistence free of violence and an 
efficient communication.

Organisation 
Association APPBOSA - Peru

Fairtrade Premium Project

Respect between men and 
women in macho society 

Beneficiaries

The participants developed strategies that allow students 

to implement attitudes of cooperation and mutual respect 

between men and women that will resonate in different 

contexts of their daily life.

“I found [the training] very interesting because it 

concerns our generation, of course both men and 

women. The organizer emphasises that many of 

the characteristics assigned to men and women are 

customary in the social cultural context, but these can 

be transformed into a culture of gender equality. We 

have the same rights and we now know the concept of 

equality and gender.”
Sully Ramos Socola  

Producer
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Purpose
• Healthy entertainment for children and adolescents
• Preparation for participation in tournaments
• Encouragement to become more physically active 

Project
The Premium Project offers consists of 3-hour period 
training by competent staff every week

Organisation 
Association APPBOSA – Peru

Fairtrade Premium Project

Football School

Beneficiaries

90 children Association APPBOSA 
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Project
We asked Fruecodom, Dominican Republic for a project 
‘what to do with the premium’. They came up with a project 
to build a new canteen, dining room and kitchen for their 
workers. The pictures speak for themselves, before and 
after!

Organisation:
Fruecodom SRL is a company dedicated to the production 
and export of bananas. It is located in MAO, Valverde, 
Dominican Republic. Its workforce is composed of 95% 
Haitians and 5% Dominicans.

Objective:
To provide a comfortable and safe space for workers to eat 
their meals and at the same time serve as a rest area and 
meeting room for training. 

Investment:
$40,000

Organisation 
Fruecodom - Dominican Republic

Fairtrade Premium Project

Construction of a canteen, 
meeting room & rest area

Beneficiaries

200 workers of Fruecodom
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AGROFAIR ACADEMY

Both the management of a grower’s cooperative and the 
production process of organic bananas are jobs that are 
becoming increasingly complex. Quality requirements that are 
more and more stringent need to be met. New developments 
need to be monitored and customers demand an ever wider 
range of choice. 

This places great demands on the capacities of our small 
farmer cooperatives in Ecuador, Peru and the Dominican 
Republic. In sometimes remote corners of the world it is next 
to impossible to stay on top of new developments.  

These days, almost all small farmers have access to either a 
smartphone or an internet café. Some farmer organizations 
have now installed a computer room with internet access. 
We decided to make use of that connection and we are 
proud to announce the birth of The AgroFair Academy: an 
online learning initiative for farmers that will be launched this 
autumn. 

The program, with course material created by AgroFair 
itself, will teach farmers how to be more productive, how to 
deal better with pests and diseases, how to improve their 
organization and how to remain compliant with legislation 
and regulations. The lessons are offered in clear and concise 
training videos, recorded in our own studios in Holland. 

Producers will have access to the online courses through a web 
platform, offering training videos, test questions and online 
exams, allowing individual farmers to follow courses at their 
own convenience. They can self-examinate and receive course 
certificates for each passing grade.  

The first course is now ready to be launched and will effectively 
start in mid-September and the aim is to expand the course 
offer quickly. We are very excited about this new initiative and 
can’t wait for the first results!  
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Photography by: 
 Mario Wong

Instagram: @chinowongcr 

Varcli Pinares S. A. 
www.bananavarcli.com

Rahul Singh
Instagram: @rahulsinghclicks

The beauty of the biodiversity 
to be found in the 
banana plantation
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What is CTM AgroFair?

CTM AGROFAIR

CTM AgroFair, located in Bolzano, Italy was born 
in 2004 as a joint venture between AgroFair 
Benelux BV and Altromercato, the main Italian 
fair trade organization, which maintains direct 
relationships with 155 groups of farmers and 
artisans in the Southern Hemisphere.

The Altromercato brand (both food and non-
food) is sold in more than 200 shops around the 
world, in large retail chains, in small specialized 
bio retail stores and in school canteens. 

CTM AgroFair is a company that has fair 
trade as a mission. Uniquely, each step from 
the field to the shop is managed by fair trade 
organizations, guaranteeing traceability all 
the way from producer to client. All of CTM 
AgroFair’s imports are Fairtrade and currently 
consist of organic and conventional bananas, 
fresh ginger and organic baby bananas from 
Peru and conventional oranges from South 
Africa.

Left to right: Giorgia Mombelli, Federica Sitta, Heini Grandi, Francesca Taviani, 
Lorenzo Boccagni

www.altromercato.it/
chi-siamo/ctm-agrofair

Sonia Colucci Miriam Farinella Andrea Cantieri 
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There’s more to life than Cavendish! 
As Prof Rony Swennen mentioned in his column on page 69, there are almost 
2000 known banana varieties besides the world-famous Cavendish, varying wildly 
in colour, nutritional value, taste and tastiness. 

Now we love bananas. We love bananas in all shapes and sizes! We love the 
oddball, the round peg in the square hole, the deviant, the unique, the weird, the 
eccentric and the nonconformist. It’s diversity to the max! Some varieties are 
barely edible, some are wonderfully yummy, but they all have their own style and 
they all deserve some of our attention.  

So a few years ago in Costa Rica, a test field was planted with exotic and rare 
bananas with names that read like poetry: Figue Mignonne, Blue Java, Pisang 
Bajah, Kamarsenge, and many more. 

Most of these won’t be immediately marketable, but we like diversity and it fits 
within our philosophy to swerve off the beaten track to check out some new 
opportunities. 

Testig pageants were held to rank these beauties. Taste, shelf life, and resistance 
to transport were all scrutinised and a few chosen ones came out on top (none 
of them dreamed of world peace, incidentally).

In terms of volume, we don’t expect to be sending too many of them across the 
world in the very near future, but we hereby invite all retailers with a pioneering 
spirit to bring them over. Extend the test area to the special corner of your fruit 
section or make them the star of your new shop concept. Look out Cavendish, 
the competition is here! 

TESTING, TESTING... 

A RAINBOW OF BANANA 

VARIETIES
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The banana is an elongated, slightly 
curved fruit. Contrary to popular 
belief, bananas do not grow on a tree 
but on a plant, which is actually a 
herb - the world’s largest herb!

“ “

BANANA FACTS
Did you know...

The wild ancestor 
of the banana 
was found in 
a large area 

stretching from 
India through 

Southeast Asia 
and Indonesia to 

New Guinea. 

In Southeast Asia, South 
America , the Caribbean and 
Polynesia, banana leaves are 

used to wrap food before 
it is cooked. 

Banana is the 
Arabic word 
for finger.

Bananas can make you 
feel happy. The substance 

tryptophan produces 
serotonin in your body, which 

generates the feeling of 
happiness. Say goodbye to 
morning moods and stress!

““The inside of a 
banana peel can be 
used to polish shoes.

The bananas imported and consumed 

in the West are the result of years of 

human selection, starting with the 

original “wild” varieties that produced 

no flesh but only seeds. Now only 

small, black tasteless dots remain in the 

edible seedless varieties.
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Suffering from an itching mosquito 
bite? Then don’t throw the banana 
peel away! Rub the inside of the 
banana peel on your mosquito bite 
and the itching goes away!

“ “

A banana provides 18.5% of the daily requirement of vitamin B6, 17.9% of the 
daily requirement of potassium, 10.4% of the daily requirement of fibre.

Bananas help other products to ripen 

further. For example, put an avocado 

or a mango together with a banana 

in a sealed plastic bag and the mango 

and avocado will ripen faster. 

Hungover? Take a 
banana. The high dose of 

magnesium takes away the 
headache and relaxes the 
blood vessels. The sugars 

fructose, glucose and 
sucrose present give the 
body an energy boost. 

You can also eat the flower at 
the bottom of the bunch. It is 

less sweet in taste. It is almost 
only eaten in Asia.

“ “Pisang 
Ambon is 

a liqueur with 
partly the 

taste 
of bananas. 

“ “In East Africa, the 
banana is widely used 
to make banana beer. 
A true African beer, the 
traditional beer of the 
Massai in Kenya and 

Tanzaniais the Mongozo 
Banana beer. 
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1. Artistically fold 4 open aluminium foil ‘boats’ 
to hold the bananas and prevent them from 
falling over. 

2. Cut the bananas lengthwise and push the 
halves apart a little. 

3. Place the pieces of chocolate along the 
cut in the middle and sprinkle with mini-
marshmallows.

4. Place the bananas over the fire in the 
barbecue and close the lid.

5. After about 20 minutes, your bananas will 
be soft & dark and the filling will be bubbling 
deliciously all ready to go!

Serves 4

Ingredients:
- 4 Fairtrade bananas 
- 1 Fairtrade chocolate bar (dark) 
- Mini-marshmellows 

You will also need: 
-  Yes, well... a BBQ. (But you got that, didn’t you?) 
-  Aluminium foil
-  BBQ tongs & mittens, that stuff is hot!
 
To Prep: 
- Prepare your barbecue for direct grilling at 175°C.  

Over the years, we have has an AgroFair BBQ-party every 
summer and this recipe has become a true classic. It’s not 

surprising that this dessert has become so popular. It is ultra-
simple to prepare towards the end of your barbecue session 

with the residual heat of the coals so it doesn’t take time away 
from drinks & happy banter! Be creative - you can whip up 
endless variations of this delicious and truly tropical Pud!

TIP: Serve your barbecue bananas with a scoop of ice cream. 

Guaranteed to be a hit!

Blistered
Banana BBQ Bliss

This recipe is the basic version. So go ahead, go 

bananas, and come up with your own culinary 

creation. For the sweet tooth, the candy bar 

variety (half banana, half Snickers or chocolate 

caramel -like Rolo- is a guaranteed winner. 

Add finely chopped peanuts for extra crunch. 

For the grownups add a splash of alcohol such 

as brown rum or Licór 43 (Spanish vanilla-

flavoured liqueur).
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Ingredients:
- 4 Fairtrade bananas 
- 1 Fairtrade chocolate bar (dark) 
- Mini-marshmellows 

You will also need: 
-  Yes, well... a BBQ. (But you got that, didn’t you?) 
-  Aluminium foil
-  BBQ tongs & mittens, that stuff is hot!
 
To Prep: 
- Prepare your barbecue for direct grilling at 175°C.  
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When it comes to bananas, we are pretty spoilt. 
For our continuous and guaranteed access to dessert bananas in Europe and the 
USA, banana plants are cultivated on very large plantation sites in one single variety. 
This makes a lot of things easier: field management, transport & storage and most 
certainly consumers’ choice. 

This production system bears a lot of semblance to the assembly-line production of 
cars. It is very efficient: all parts come together, delivery always on time. Everything 
(apparently) under control. But Nature cannot be tricked and the rise of new 
pathogen strains and spreading of diseases like Tropical Race 4, that kills banana 
plants, is worrying. We should work with nature, not against it.

To begin with: banana plants should not be cultivated on naked soil and with 
inorganic fertilizers only. I am not just saying that because organic farming is on 
many people’s minds. Of course, the combination of manure with inorganic fertilizer 
produces bumper harvests with high economical returns. In nature, banana plants 
grow best in forest openings, where the soil is covered by litter from plenty of leaves. 
This organic matter (or mulch) covers the soil, avoids weed growth and increases the 
soil porosity and water drainage, allowing these plants to better tolerate drought 
spells. In short: bananas have a great future if their agronomy is redesigned to the 
benefit of the grower, but also to the environment. Let us grow banana plants with a 
cover crop.

Secondly, there are hundreds of varieties with many different tastes. So why do 
consumers stick to only one variety? Because it is easier for the producer and retailer 
to deliver? It is time to diversify and look at bananas in a different light. Consumers, 
please try different varieties with different flavours, colours and shapes, but do not 
compare them with the current variety. Each variety deserves its own place.
Growers, retailers, consumers, we carry a shared responsibility to give bananas a 
great future.

In the Limelight
Guest Column

Consumer beware – Bright colours ahead!

BY PROFESSOR RONY SWENNEN

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TROPICAL AGRICULTURE 

LEUVEN UNIVERSITY

“Bananas have a great future,

if we treat them differently”
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ONE TRIP AROUND THE SUN 
A year in the banana trade

Stage I: Production 
Of all the tropical fruit that is produced 
in the world, Musa acuminata, a.k.a. 
the Cavendish banana, is the Big 
Number One Banana. It boasts a 
massive worldwide export volume of 
22,2 million tonnes in 2020 and that is 
not even including plantains. 
Nearly every person on the planet 
knows or eats this product and for 
many, the bananas are their primary 
food source. They can only be produced 
in tropical regions where the average 
temperature is around the 28 degrees 
Celsius with a yearly rainfall of around 
85 inches. 

Setting the stage: the role of AgroFair
Bananas do not grow overnight; the 
production process is a long-term 
investment for the producers. To 

make this investment pay off, 
it is of the utmost importance 
that growers can count on a 
stable customer base for the sales of 
their product. This is where AgroFair 
comes in: we manage this part for 
many producers, producer groups 
and cooperatives in South America. 
Together, our producers can provide 
a wide range of fruit types and 
certifications, allowing us to offer 
the whole product range to retailers 
worldwide. We see that our customers 
– the retailers - appreciate this ‘one 
stop shopping’, a convenient way to 
line their shelves with a rich variety 
of choice for the end consumer. On 
average, and of course depending on 
their scale, shops stock 3 to 4 product 
lines: budget bananas or Smalls (Rain 
Forest Alliance or RFA certified),
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AgroFair Sales Team

conventional bananas (certified by 
Fairtrade or Rain Forest Alliance) and 
organic bananas (Organic or Fair Trade 
certified). If the retailer wishes, their 
selection can be extended with other 
branded and non-branded varieties. 
The race for every retailer to obtain the 
variety and the quantity they wish for 
the price that they are willing to pay 
and the need for every grower to sell 
their stock for the best price, is a game 
that is best compared to a lively forum 
or marketplace. 

The Battle for the Banana is on!

Stage 2: Enter the arena. Negotiations 
are open!
From the middle of August until late 
September, retailers all around the 
world start up negotiations for the year 
to come. In order to prepare for the 
negotiations, customers communicate 
to AgroFair all the relevant information 
regarding the specifics of product that 
they are looking to buy. These specifics 
may pertain to certification or origins, 
but also to the manner of packaging, 
weight, sea freight options or ports 
of arrival. Based on our customer’s 
wish list, we make a selection of the 
available options and together with all 
parties in the supply chain we work out 
the best possible offer.

After putting the offers together 
the negotiations start. This is a very 
tense period of the year. Where on 

the one side producers are investing 
for decades of production, it is in the 
retailer’s interest to take things year by 
year, buying from different sellers and 
for the best price possible. This makes 
the banana grower very vulnerable. 
The competition is fierce, especially in 
years of high production, which has 
a lowering effect on prices. Over the 
years, AgroFair has put great effort 
into proving itself to be a trustworthy 
supplier with a strong supplier base, 
making it less likely for existing 
customers to switch suppliers. 

Stage 3: The dealing’s done; back to 
our desks.
When negotiations have been 
completed and the contracts have been 
signed there is time for us to focus on 
other aspects like implementation of 
new specifications, looking at new
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or revised packing materials and talking 
to the sea freight companies to make sure 
that we secure enough freight capacity to 
ship all of our containers during the year. 
In order to minimize the financial risk, 
we convert the dollar exchange rate to 
HATCH rates. 

Stage 4: Winter time. Pack it up and send 
it off.
After the sales are sealed and the ink on 
the contracts has dried, it is all hands on 
deck back at the plantations. Depending 
on the sources of production, most 
producers will start in packing in the first 
week of the new year, so the fruit arrives 
at its destination in week 3 or 4.

Just as in Europe, many farm workers like 
to visit their homes and families over the 
Christmas holidays, returning to their jobs 
in the second or third week of January. 
Producers all over South Amerika have 
difficulties finding enough workers to pack 
the fruit that the markets are demanding 
during the Holiday weeks. This, together 
with low production and high demand 
during the first weeks of the calendar year 
makes it an ever-returning challenge to fill 
all orders. 

Now is the time for the Sourcing and Sales 
team to be on their toes! During the winter 
and spring months, shipping delays are not 
unusual. Bad weather, stormy conditions 
and freezing temperatures cause frequent 
problems with transport over sea. This is of 
course something that nobody can control, 
but Sourcing&Sales are on the ball, staying 
on top of everything. European demand 
for bananas is high in this period, with 
many retailers running planned campaigns 
in the first weeks of the year, so timely 
information about delays, finding solutions 
and improvising to solve any resulting 
problems is taking up a large part of the 
available time. 

Come rain or shine, what matters is that 
the shops are filled with perfect bananas 
all year round. During the summer months 
this not a problem, but early in the year 
when demand is high and locally produced 
fruit is scarce in Europe we can only do 
this when everyone is at the top of their 
game and everybody pulls together. This is 
the point in the year when the base is laid 
for the coming sales season.   

 

Stage 5: Summertime. Screeching to a 
halt.
If we stay afloat for the first 20 weeks 
of the year we are good; with summer 
around the corner the situation in banana-
land will change dramatically. Under 
pressure of spring and summer fruits that 
are produced on this side of the ocean, 
the demand for bananas will drop sharply, 
coming to an almost complete stop after 
the summer holidays, around week 28. 
Now is the time to put all our energy in 
selling the upcoming peak production and 
any volumes that are left over due to low 
demand. 

And again! From the top...
We have now come full circle. In late 
summer, the whole process repeats itself 
again, again, and again. Some people may 
find this dull, this ever-repeating cycle. 
But not me! Having worked in the banana 
business for over 12 trips around the 
sun now I can truthfully say: no two days 
are the same and every week is still an 
adventure! 
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A banana contains 150 calories. People share 50% of their DNA with 
bananas.

The international trade in bananas is 
worth EUR 12 billion.

Ecuador is the largest exporter of bananas 
with an estimated 7 million tonnes.

There are 113,280,302 tonnes of 
bananas produced worldwide per year. 

India is the largest producer of 
bananas with an annual production of 

over 30 million tonnes. 

There are about 400 varieties of 
bananas. In Europe, we are most 

familiar with the Cavendish variety.

81% of banana production is traded 
locally and only 19% of all bananas are 

produced for export.

West and Central Africa produce about 
50% of the world’s plantains.

Bananas are in the 4th place of world’s 
most important food crop, after maize, 

rice and wheat.

One banana contains 1 gram of 
protein.

As of 2019, the Netherlands imports 
more bananas than Belgium. The 
Netherlands imported 1.28 million 

tonnes and Belgium 1.16 million tonnes.
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From Here To There
A world map of producing countries, selling 
countries and the distribution of our offices.
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Fairtrade Premium

We asked Paola Prado, working in the 
certifications department of CAIPSA. She 
asked the workers what they would like 
to do with more Fairtrade premium.

“If we had the possibility of obtaining more  
Fairtrade Premium, we would invest it in 
the main priority, which is: HOUSES! Yes, 
we would start with the homes, since most 
of them are made of plastic, zinc, wood or 
even cardboard. In these homes we live in 
overcrowded conditions with 5, 6, 7 and up to 
8 people living in a single home in precarious 
situations.”

Mrs. Paola Prado 
CAIPSA, Nicaragua 

“Many households have two rooms or one room 
where everyone sleeps together (boys and girls, or 
mother, father and children), there are households 
that do not have access to drinking water and 
electricity, but above all: there are many workers in 
Nicaragua who do not have their own home, who live 
by renting or by living in shelters.”

“The second priority is the scholarship project for the 
workers and their children. This would fulfil many of 
the workers’ dreams as there are many colleagues 
who do not have the economic capacity to pay for 
school or university.”

“These would be our main 
proposals and dreams 
for our coworkers of 
Pensylvania S.A. and 
Agrotecnica S.A..”

IF WE SELL MORE FAIRTRADE BANANAS 
FROM NICARAGUA WHAT WOULD THEY 

DO WITH THE PREMIUM?

LET‘S 
CHANGE LIVES
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We believe in change
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We asked Nancy Adelaida Oconor 
Villega, working at Coquimba.  

“Personally, the first thing I would do 
is to build a school right here in my 
neighbourhood for primary school children, 
because there is none here. And then I 
think about the welfare of the workers. I 
would build 20 houses for the workers who 
have no place to live.”

“This is my answer, my dream.“

“In my life I always dream of winning the lottery, I don’t dream of it 
out of ambition, I dream of it because of the need I have, as any low-
income person dreams of it.“

“The most important wish in my life is to have my own home as well 
as transportation (a car or a motorbike) which will help me to get 
to my job, because even if I have the money I would like to continue 
working.“

“My family is high in my priorities. Especially my mother, a 
hardworking woman like any other Nicaraguan woman who strives to 
move her family forward. She has given everything for my family, so 
my reward would be to give her a business, growing either vegetables 
or basic grains. This way the older generation can help themselves 
and generate more money because we must realise that the prize 
money does not go forever.“

“Having done all of the above I would like to do two things in my 
community which are: 

A shelter for street children, as they run a lot of risks. In the shelter 
they will be given education, food and security. We must remember 
that children are the present and the future of our country.“

“I would also set up an old people’s home for all the old people who 
walk on the streets, either selling or begging for reasons or needs 
they have. Their families do not want to take responsibility when they 
reach an advanced age, in most cases because they never got to 
have a life insurance.“  

“Having done this I would left with great satisfaction, because I 
always want to help others. This is because someone else helped 
me when I had nothing in life and this person is GOD because in his 
hands was the joy that I was blessed with this award.“

Fairtrade Premium

“I would build 20 houses for 

the workers who have no 

place to live.”

Nancy Adelaida 
Oconor Villega 
Coquimba, Nicaragua 
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Cooperative of AgroFair Producers
A Fair Price, A Fair Say and a Fair Share

CPAF
EXTRA PREMIUM

In 2020, AgroFair and CPAF 
set up several support 

funds, allotting $0.05 cents 
premiums for each box of 

bananas sold to be invested 
in local causes such as:

1. Subsidies for medical, hospital or 
funeral expenses.

2. Funds to counter increased 
production costs 

3. Funds for the implementation of 
biosecurity protocols in the farms 
and processing plants

4. Funds for certification payments
5. Funds to install guaranteed 

quality procedures and research & 
technical assistance programmes.AGROFAIR INTRODUCES: CPAF

CPAF is the Cooperative of AgroFair 
Producers family of producing teams that 
enables the collective to evolve, meeting 
the new challenges of the market and 
keeping an eye out for the fair treatment 
and empowerment of workers and 
members alike. 

The collective upholds AgroFair’s twin 
core principles of fair environmental 
and economic standards; both 
environmentally and socially responsible. 
These standards help to improve working 
and living conditions for the growers, 
while participating in a global effort to 
protect our planet. 

The Cooperative is a substantial 
stakeholder in our company and 
holds up to 33% of AgroFair’s shares. 
The cooperative facilitates sharing 
knowledge and expertise among its 
members and represents them at the 
Assembly of Shareholders of AgroFair. 
The members form the root of our supply 
chain, growing the sustainable fruits 

that the organisation markets. But they 
do so much more than that! Together, 
they generate a considerable and direct 
social impact in the countries where the 
fruit is purchased, such as Ecuador, Peru, 
Panama and Costa Rica. From the very 
start of the business, this social impact 
has been AgroFair’s primary objective 
on which its commercial strategy is 
based: to ensure that the producing 
organisations that make up AgroFair’s 
cooperative generate better living 
conditions in their communities through 
work, impact and commercial chains 
within their communities.  

The member organisations generate their 
own research, create jobs, pay a better 
price in the field to producers, and have 
improved sustainable production systems 
to the point that has forced plantations 
to switch to fair trade certification and 
sustainable models. 

 CPAF currently consists of 11 associated organisations, constituting a robust democratic process 

within the AgroFair structure that makes it unique worldwide.
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AgroFair ships more than 5000 containers 
a year. Just imagine the difficulties we ran 
into when the coronavirus struck!  
 
Last year, Captain Jens Boysen 
disembarked from the Emma Maersk, one 
of the world’s largest container ships, after 
a full 167 days at sea. 

During this non-stop duty, he acted not 
only as the ship’s captain but also as a 
doctor, a dentist, a mental coach and 
entertainment director for his stressed-out 
crew members. 

The coronavirus pandemic left almost 
200,000 sailors like Boysen stuck onboard 
merchant ships across the world, some as 
long a year or more. 

The U.N.’s International Maritime 
Organization (IMO) confirms that health 
travel restrictions make it nearly impossible 
to rotate crews. 

The crews, that originate from all over 
the world, suffer the mental stress of 
not knowing when they will be allowed 
to return home, their plight worsened 
by a complete lack of access to medical 
treatment. 

Captain Boysen tells the story of two crew 
members that developed serious dental 
problems but were not allowed to leave 
the ship. “There was nothing else we could 
do,” says Boysen. “I sought medical advice 
and pulled the teeth out myself”. Standing 
on the dock in Hamburg after bidding 
his crew farewell, the Captain adds: “It 
pretty much felt like a war situation.” In an 
effort to keep up the crews’ spirits, Boysen 
organized karaoke tournaments, bingo 
evenings and piggy-back races. 

The IMO has referred to the situation as a 
“humanitarian crisis” and maritime welfare 
charities have issued warnings of an 
increased suicide rate under seafarers. 
Boysen, a German national, finally left 
the ship in Hamburg along with two other 
crew members, after having to pass up an 
opportunity to leave the ship in April when 
it last dropped anchor off the shore of that 

same city. “I felt it was my duty as captain 
not to leave the ship before, even though 
I longed to see my family,” said Boysen, 
who has a wife and three children near 
Flensburg in Northern Germany. “That was 
definitely my lowest point, back in April, 
being in sight of the Hamburg harbour 
and having to remain on the ship, when I 
could literally see the city through the port 
fence.”

About 90% of world trade being 
transported over sea, Boysen feels that 
immigration and shipping authorities 
should establish exemptions from 
lockdown measures, for seafarers to 
ensure crews can be changed and supply 
chains can be protected.

“Because it takes place on the world’s oceans, far out of sight, the ins and 
outs of container shipping are difficult to grasp for the general public. 

We are part of a logistics chain that is not very visible but supplies people 
with most of the things they need.”

“Captain, 

pull out my teeth!”

“I felt it was my duty as 

captain not to leave the 

ship first.”

STUCK ON A CONTAINER SHIP IN TIMES OF A PANDEMIC

Captain Jens Boysen
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1. Toast the walnuts in a frying pan over medium heat. 
2. Remove the core from the apple and cut the flesh into small cubes. 
3. Admire the Fairtrade bananas for a minute, then peel and cut into 

slices. Put the apple and banana in a large salad bowl and sprinkle 
with half the lemon juice.

4. Remove the outer leaves and the bitter core from the chicory and cut 
into strips.

5. Add to the fruit mixture (do try to stop yourself from pinching from 
the bowl at this time) and add the coarsely chopped chives.

6. Sprinkle to taste with the rest of the lemon juice and the toasted 
walnuts. 

Apart from being pretty health- and environment-conscious, there 

is no denying that the Sweet-tooths rule at our AgroFair offices. 

This fresh and crunchy chicory salad with banana accommodates 

both the gym buffs and those that crave sweetness.  

Ingredients:
- 100 gr walnuts
- 1 large red apple
- 2 Fairtrade bananas
- 4 tangerines, cut into segments
- Juice of 1 lemon
- 4 stalks of chicory
- 10 gr chives, coarsely chopped
- 2 tbsp semi-skimmed cottage cheese
- 1 tbsp of mayonnaise 
- 1 tbsp of liquid Fairtrade honey
- Salt & pepper to taste

The aromatic fragrance of the banana really works to balance out 
the bitterness of the chicory. The combined flavours make for a 

crunchy, summery sweet salad dish that is our lunchtime favourite! 

Summery Chicory
 & Banana salad

Dressing: 
Mix cottage cheese, 

mayonnaise and Fairtrade 
liquid honey. Season with 
pepper and salt. Pour the 

dressing over the salad 
and add the tangerine 

segments for a splash of 
sunshine. Ready to serve!
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THE BANANA PANDEMIC

HITS LATIN AMERICA

Fusarium Wilt Tropical Race 4 

in Peru

When in November 2013 the fungal disease Fusarium 
wilt Tropical Race 4 (TR4) made the transcontinental 
leap to Mozambique, the banana industry woke up with 
a start. TR4 could no longer be written off as ‘far away’ 
or as a threat contained to Asia. In the years after 2013 
the disease proved unstoppable. Sooner or later, it 
would reach Latin America. Unfortunately, this moment 
came sooner than expected. 

The realisation was devastating. In August of 2019, the 
presence of TR4 was first confirmed in the Department 
of La Guajira, northeast Colombia. 22 months later, 
in April 2021, the phytosanitary authorities of Peru 
confirmed the presence of TR4 in the north of Peru, on 
a small banana plot near the village of Chocán, in the 
northern part of the Chira Valley (Department of Piura). 
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IF THERE IS ONE COUNTRY THAT IS 
VULNERABLE TO TR4, IT IS PERU

The spread of the disease is a multi-faced 
disaster. Bananas are not just an export 
product, looking all sunny and yellow in 
the lunchboxes of kids in the West. In 
many countries the banana or plantain 
is a key commodity for local markets and 
absolutely vital for food security.

TR4
DISEASE

Scattered Industry 
Although not unexpected, the news came as a shock. Due to its 
fragmented industry, Peru is more vulnerable to TR4 than any 
other banana-producing country. In comparison with the ‘big 
banana countries’ in Latin America, such as Ecuador, Costa Rica, 
Guatemala and Colombia, the banana export sector in Peru is 
relatively small and has not always been a priority in national 
policies. Fortunately, and with crucial support from the ‘Regional 
TR4 Commando’ for Latin America, the government of Peru was 
able to respond rapidly and eradicate the banana plants on the 
infected plot. 

The Peruvian situation remains delicate, 
especially in the Chira Valley. More than 
in any other banana country, the sector is 
extremely fragmented and very vulnerable for 
a variety of reasons: 

• Peru has as many as 9.000 small farmers with banana plots of 
between 0,5–1.0 hectare, sometimes even less. 
• Dozens of scattered producer associations and cooperatives 
exist – nobody knows exactly how many. The plots of the 
members of these different associations are not grouped in 
compact areas, but scattered and jumbled like a mosaic. 
• There are dozens and dozens of small packing stations (many 
 

of these mobile), operating perhaps once or twice a week, packing 
a few hundred boxes at a time that are brought to 30 or more 
logistic centres, where quality checks and palletizing takes place. 
• Every planter is fully dependent on a single main irrigation 
scheme, consisting of several canals that originate in the Poechos 
reservoir. The water is transported to the banana plantations not 
by sprinklers but by flood irrigation. The main channels branch 
off into hundreds of secondary and tertiary channels, out to the 
furthest confines of the Valley. What if the TR4 fungus ends up in 
the irrigation canals? A nightmare scenario that would spread the 
disease in no time.

• Cutting and collection of banana 
bunches is done by harvesting teams, 
not by the producers themselves. Almost 
no cableways are installed. Members 
of the harvesting teams walk from the 
fields, taking the shortest route to the 
packing station with a banana bunch on 

their shoulder, crossing several plots. After delivering the bunch 
they walk back, or detour to another plot, making for hundreds of 
crossings each harvesting day. 
• And then there is of course that other disease, COVID-19, 
which is far from under control. Anti-covid measures make it much 
more difficult for the organisation to deliver information or set up 
training events on TR4 for staff, producers, workers, harvesting 
teams and packers.

What if TR4 fungus 

ends up in the 

irrigation canals?
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The main banana industry is betting on the 
development of a TR4 resistant Cavendish 
banana, but the results of this effort are highly 
uncertain. Even if they succeed, then what? 
Re-planting banana plantations costs between 
US$ 10,000 and US$ 20,000 per hectare.
Not exactly feasible for small producers. 

TR4 RESISTANT CAVENDISH BANANA

Re-inventing biosecurity: go clean
Characteristic symptoms of Foc TR4

Fragmentation (which makes 
Fragmentation and subsequent difficulties 
in management, flood irrigation, a lot of 
movement of people: these are disasters 
in the face of any pandemic. 

TR4 has been around for a while and the 
basics of biosecurity measures against its 
spread are well-published by experts from 
Australia to Ecuador, Colombia and Costa 
Rica. They are summarized in the slogan 
‘come clean, go clean’, with a large and 
well-run banana plantation in mind. 
This situation is entirely different in Peru, 
with its thousands of small and scattered 
plots. A handful of banana farms are 
larger plantations owned by banana 
companies. They might know how to 
tackle basic recommendations such as 
‘fencing the farm’, ‘gating all entrances 
to the farm’ or ‘changing boots when 
entering the farm’. But the thousands 
of tiny industries don’t have a hope of 
establishing measures like: ‘install a 
disinfection facility for vehicles at the 
entry of the farm’, ‘install footbaths at the 
farm gate and between packing station 

and banana plantation’, 
‘control visitors’, ‘disinfect and 
leave footwear and tools on the farm’. 

Biosecurity measures must be ‘re-
invented’ in Peru, most especially the 
appropriate scale on which these 
measures should be implemented. It does 
not make sense, for example, to fence 
over 9.000 plots and to install 9.000 
separate disinfection footbaths. 

Regroup, regroup!
It has been clear for a while that in Peru 
a tailor-made response was needed, 
focused on a territorial approach 
rather than a farm-oriented approach. 
Something more 
efficient, more 
effective and 
much more 
low-cost was 
needed, 
taking into 
account 
economies 
of scale. 

Regrouping and digital mapping proved 
to be the answer. Several banana plots 
and packing stations were to be grouped 
together to be considered a single 
hypothetical farm. To that effect, AgroFair 
contacted the company Opus Insights 
as early as January 2020, to construe an 
initial digital map of 3.500 hectares, as 
a pilot. To everyone’s exasperation this 
pilot project was frustrated by the severe 
outbreak of COVID-19 in Peru. Contact 
was restored in April, by which time it 
was too late to conduct a pilot: there was 
now no time to lose for the mapping of 
the entire banana producing zone and 
its surroundings in the Chira Valley, the 
area between Sullana and Piura, and 

the province of Morropón, 65.000 
hectares in all.

Today, the mapping project is 
no longer limited to AgroFair. 
Several other banana 
companies, organizations and
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associations co-invest and participate 
in this urgent effort that will, hopefully,  
strengthen collaboration among all 
stakeholders and contain further spread of 
the disease.   

The devil is in the details
Opus Insights is a company that uses 
state-of-the-art technologies to make 
detailed digital maps with the aid of two 
camaras and a small airplane flying at an 
altitude of 800m. By contrast, satellites 
used by Google Earth fly at an altitude 
of 680 km; on the images the elevations, 
height differences and many details are 
not discernible. High resolution images 
made with Opus Insights’ cameras can 
make details of 10cm² om the ground 
visible, as well as contour lines. In addition, 
a variety of data and other images from 
drones, satellites or aerial photos can be 
merged as layers in these digital maps. 

With these powerful digital maps that 
can be projected on screens as well 
as smartphones, all that is needed to 
make a good risk analysis to prevent 
the entrance of infected soil particles on 
banana plantations (by contaminated 
footwear, vehicles, or irrigation water) can 
be made visible. The banana plantations 
themselves to begin with. But also: access 
roads, packing stations, communities, 
villages, palletizing centres, contour lines, 
irrigation and drainage canals. With this 
information, an  action plan can be quickly 
formulated to implement biosecurity 
measures. Once again the map will  be an 
important tool to advance collaboration 
and division of tasks between different 
producer associations, phytosanitary 
authorities and local governments and to 
make joint public and private investment 
plans for essential measures like fences, 
footbaths, disinfection facilities and boot 
changing stations.

Buying time
The objective of exclusion is to win as 
much time as possible, even in as complex 
a context as Peru. Biosecurity measures 
will slow the spread of TR4. In addition, 
a second important defence line is 
supplied by promotion of healthy soils 
and more biodiversity of beneficial soil 
micro-organisms. This may not sound like 
a powerful weapon, but Fusarium TR4 
is a soil-borne pathogen, and the only 
way these can be reached is by other 
organisms in the soil. It’s the subversive 
approach that can smoke out the enemy, 
so to speak.

With co-finance from France, the 
‘Coordinadora’ of Small Producers 

in Latin America and the Caribbean 
CLAC started a Healthy Soil Project in 
Peru, manufacturing these beneficial 
microorganisms in bio-fermentation 
plants. But this takes time and for 
upscaling these processes to the whole 
Chira Valley additional funds must be 
found. 

This is another process in which the 
digital map can prove useful: it can serve 
as an instrument to monitor the spread 
of the disease and the effectiveness of 
the containment strategies, combining  
biosecurity measures and healthy-soil 
strategy.

In the long term, TR4-resistant or tolerant 
banana varieties are the only lasting 
response to this disease. Until these 
become widely available, everything must 
be done to contain further spreading. The 
yellow pandemic is no small matter. You 
may end up missing your daily banana, 
but even just in Peru large parts of the 
local economy in towns and villages 
such as Sullana, Querecotillo, Salitral, 
Marcavelica are entirely dependent on 
the banana export sector. Worldwide, the 
lives, livelihood and income of thousands 
of small banana farmers and workers are 
at stake. We cannot look away.

 

In the long term, TR4 
resistant or tolerant 

varieties are the only lasting 
response to this disease

It can serve as an 
instrument to monitor the 
spread of the disease and 
the effectiveness of the 
containment strategies
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Top 25

Banana songs

Banana

Banana Tree (feat. Rhaurhee Rein) 

Het Bananenlied

Banana Song  

Go Bananas 

La Banana Banana Peel song 

La Banana (el unico fruto
del amor) 

Banana Boat Song (Day-O)

I’m Banana Face Meme
Dance Song 

Banana Dance 

Banana phone 

Banana 

Chope la banana 

I Like Bananas Because They Have No Bones 1935 

Waarom zijn de bananen krom? 

De Bananen Song (carnaval 2017) 

Yes, We Have No Bananas 

Banana Split 

Eet veel bananen 

1983 JEAN BLAUTE bananen

Banana pancakes 

Banana Banjo

Thirty Thousand Pounds of Bananas 

Banana Song (I’m a banana) 

Conkarah, Shaggy

Only One Jungle

André van Duin

Tribal Tropic Mix

The fresh beat band 

Aldo Ranks, Makano, 
Eddy Lover, Niko King, 
Monthy & Joshua

Onision

Ben Sa Tumba y su Orquesta

Harry Belafonte 

Befantaland

Chuck Jonkey

Raffi

Anitta feat Becky G. 

Gaëtan

Warholsoup100

Tony Corsari 

DJ Banana ft MC AAP

Louis Prima

Lio

Zanger Rinus & Ronnie
Ruysdael ft. Debora

Gunter

Jack Johnson

Steve Martin

Harry Chapin

Onision

1

15

2

16

17

3 18

4

19

10

5

20

11

6

12

7

21

13

8

22

23

24

25

14

9

GET UP ON THE
DANCE FLOOR!

MUSIC

Our Top 25 of the best Banana Songs, 
across the musical board.

Enjoy your bunch of positive vibes and
start your brand new day by listening to

our Bananana song selection!
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Funky Monkey Chunky Banana Bread

Ingredients:
- 3 ripe Fairtrade bananas 
- 125 gr melted butter
- 200 gr sugar
- 2 large eggs
- 60 ml milk
- 1 tsp vanilla extract
- 250 gr all-purpose flour
- 1 tsp baking soda
- Pinch of salt
- Optional: 1 extra banana for(over) the top

You will also need:
- Oven
- Cake tin 25cm
- Greaseproof paper

1. Preheat the oven to 180°C (160°C for 
a convection oven). Line a 25 cm cake 
tin with greaseproof paper or grease 
it well. In a bowl (yes you needed that, 
too!) start by mixing sugar and butter. 
Beat well. Add the eggs one by one 
and mix well.

2. Now stir in the milk and vanilla 
extract. Add flour, baking soda and 
salt and mix until just blended. 

3. Peel the bananas and mash them 
with a fork or in a blender. Add to 
the batter and stir briefly until well 
distributed. Do not overmix.

4. Spoon the batter into the tin. If you 
want to use the extra banana, cut it in 
half lengthwise and press the rounded 
sides into the batter. 

5. Place in the preheated oven for about 
50-65 minutes or until a wooden pin 
comes out dry. 

6. Leave to cool in the tin for ten minutes 
before removing and cooling further 
on a rack.  

7. Enjoy!

Over the past year we have all spent too much time 
confined to our houses! 

Besides working, teaching, watching TV, doing puzzles, 
cleaning, reading and tackling chores, people spent 
increasing amounts of time in the kitchen. The sweet 
smell of baking turned out to be a splendid measure to 
counteract the many challenges of a pandemic. 

Guess what recipe was googled most often during the 
months of lockdown? Much to our satisfaction, it was 
Banana bread!

At AgroFair this delicious 
feelgood-version is very popular
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One of the largest autonomous indigenous 
community Ngöbe tribes lives in the Bocas 
del Toro region of Panama. These people 
are also among the Coobana workers. 

A logistic chain is all about connection. We 
like to firmly connect with our partners at 
both ends of the line. From fruit producers 
to supermarkets, we work hard at forging 
long & lasting, happy relationships with 

everybody. But how well do our partners 
know the other?

For this anniversary magazine we set 
up an online meeting between one of 
our original producers, Panama-based 
Producers Association Coobana (member 
of the AgroFair Cooperative of Producers) 
and one of our longest-standing customers, 
supermarket giant Coop Switzerland. 

COOBANA, PANAMA

COOP SWITZERLAND
&

COOBANA, A SMALL BANANA PRODUCER FROM THE BOCAS DEL TORO 

REGION OF PANAMA MEETS DEDICATED RETAILER
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Pierre, Florentina and Diomedes 
exchange some friendly ¡Hola! and 
¿Como estan? and then get right 
down to banana business, which is, 
as they all know, a very busy business 
indeed.

Pierre: “Florentina and Diomedes, do 
you remember how you experienced 
the moment your very first container 
of bananas with the FairTrade 
label was shipped to a supermarket 
somewhere in Europe?”

 
Diomedes: “Honestly, it was like a collective shock, but in the 
positive sense.”
 
Florentina Beitia: “Before that moment, everything was sort of 
anonymous. Generally, we had no idea where our bananas went. 
All we knew is that they were badly paid!” 

“Suddenly it felt like several doors swung open at the same time. 
We got the Fairtrade premium to get ahead in our part of the 
world but on the other side of the chain, with the help of the open 
and transparent way of working at AgroFair, we suddenly got the 
opportunity to get in direct contact with the supermarket. In this 
case, with Coop Switzerland!”

Diomedes: “It was very different, this direct contact. It also 
meant that we had to take direct responsibility. Right away, we 

felt compelled to take our organization and daily operations to 
a higher level, in terms of quality, logistics and communication, 
because make no mistake: Coop Switzerland & AgroFair were 
watching closely to make sure that everything was taken care of 
down to the last detail. But they didn’t leave us to our fate. No, 
not at all. Right from the beginning, the AgroFair South Team and 
the specialists banana growers at Coop Switzerland were there to 
advise and assist us.”

Pierre: “And how do you experience working together now, so 
many years later?”

Diomedes: “Since those early days, we have become a well-oiled 
machine. We are very clear on what we are working for. It has 
brought us stability, a better grip on contracted volumes and it 
brought us the Fairtrade premium money, which pays for projects 
for the betterment of the entire Coobana community. I sometimes 
fear that in Western eyes it may all seem a bit trite when one 
starts listing projects like better housing, sanitation, medical care, 
education and so forth, but these are such essential basics! They 
really do improve our living conditions in general.”

Coobana

Pierre Jaumaud (Purchase Manager at Coop Switzerland) 

meets Diomedes Rodriguez (responsible for Faitrade 

Premium allocation at Coobana) and Florentina Beitia 

(representing the Coobana workers) talking about their 

experiences with AgroFair. 

“In Western eyes it may all 
seem a bit trite when one 

starts listing projects like better 
housing, sanitation, medical care, 
education and so forth, but these 

are such essential basics”

Florentina Beitia

Pierre Jaumaud 
Coop Switzerland 
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Pierre: “Are there things or events that have stuck in your 
memories in relation to Coop Switzerland, and I mean this 
more on an interpersonal level?”

Florentina Beitia: “Oh yes, the Blumer family, what an 
enthusiastic Swiss trio they were!”

Pierre: “Just for 
the readers - How 
did the Blumer 
family, mother 
and 2 daughters, 
actually end up 
with you?”

Florentina Beitia: “To celebrate 20 years of cooperation 
between Coop Switzerland, Max Havelaar Switzerland and 
AgroFair, your sustainability and social media colleagues 
decided to hold a contest in which the winners won a trip 
to Panama, including the chance to visit Coobana. It was 
a revelation on both sides! I will never forget it. And it was 
successful, too. The Swiss consumers couldn’t have come any 
closer to seeing with their own eyes how things were done here 
to get the bananas into the Coop Switzerland supermarkets.”

Pierre: “What have you found in the now 10-year cooperation 
that has changed since the beginning? For example, are there 
any additional points that require more attention than was 
previously the case?”

“We cannot supply organic 
bananas from climatologically 
tropical conditions without all 

kinds of interventions” 

Blumer family

Ngöbe-Buglé

Diomedes Rodriguez
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Diomedes: “Certainly there is no denying that sustainability in the 
broadest sense of the word has become something irreversible 
that deserves much more attention. It is logical that the socially 
elevating aspect of Fairtrade brings it to the forefront. Coobana 
has initiated several efforts in this regard and intends to step up 
these efforts in the future.”

Pierre: “Can you name some completed projects that have 
dramatically improved conditions for the local fauna & flora? I ask 
you explicitly because it is an important issue in the eyes of many 
of the western consumers, particularly the younger generation. 
Social and environmental issues are inextricably linked, is the 
message.”

Diomedes: “You know, this is a sensitive point for us. As 
conventional Fairtrade banana producers we make a lot efforts in 
this area locally. But it is also true that we cannot supply organic 
bananas from climatologically tropical conditions without all kinds 
of interventions. Advancing knowledge on this point is an urgent 
matter to us.”

Florentina Beitia: “But to answer your question: at Coobana we 
believe that one of the most important aspects of the Fairtrade 
premium is that we can educate our people and our society and 
make them more conscious about environment and other aspects 
which concern us.”

“That’s why the Fairtrade premium is so important: it allows us to 
make progress as a society, we manage to improve our schools 
and infrastructure, we created vegetable garden projects to 
improve nutrition and set up many other educational projects.
We are also participating in wildlife protection, particularly 
in conservation projects for turtles and of the manatee in 
collaboration with the Panama Government and the International 
Conservation Fund of the Caribbean. Without Fairtrade, it would 
not have been possible. With the future in mind, both conservation 
projects are communicated to our younger generations so that 
they can pick up where we leave.”

Diomedes: “Yes, thinking about that future, one of the great 
challenges we face is to make our production cleaner and 
more sustainable, reducing the use of chemicals. Taking into 
account the difficult tropical weather conditions we are facing 
in Changuinola, it remains a continuous point of attention to 
do integrated pest control management. In concrete terms, this 
means a closely monitored spraying policy, which meets strict 
legal requirements.”

“A stable future means that we have to keep delivering a stable 
quality. Our partnership with Coop Switzerland is based on 
stability and quality and we want to keep improving that every 
day.”

Pierre: “It’s really great to hear all of this. We really value the 
stability of the cooperation that we have with you and with 
AgroFair. It gives a whole new meaning to the word Sustainable! 
Let’s keep in touch about the beautiful Fairtrade projects you are 
doing and let’s talk again soon!”

Being on different sides of the planet, Diomedes, Florentina 
and Pierre wish each other a good evening and a good workday 
respectively. They end their conversation feeling connected, 
not just by technology but by their sincere mutual efforts to 
contribute to growth, each in their own way. Each on their own 
side of the globe that they share.

“At Coobana we believe that one of the 

most important aspects of the Fairtrade 

premium is that we can educate our 

people and our society and make them 

more conscious about environment and 

other aspects which concern us”
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Old School Banana Split

Ingredients:
- 1 Fairtrade banana 
- 150ml vanilla ice cream
- 1 tbsp of honey
- 2 tbsp whipped cream
- a handful of forest fruits (blueberries, 
  raspberries and blackberries)
- 1 tablespoon pistachio nuts, finely 
  chopped
- 1 tablespoon almond shavings
- 1 tablespoon chocolate sauce

1. Put the ice cream in a container and 
let the ice cream soften a little.

2. Carefully heat the honey in a frying 
pan. 

3. Cut the peeled banana in half 
lengthwise and caramelise the banana 
halves for 1 or 2 minutes in the frying 
pan with the honey. 

4. Put the bananas on a plate or in a 
pretty serving bowl and let them cool 
off a little.

5. Scoop 3 generous scoops of ice cream 
and place the scoops between the 
banana halves. 

6. Decorate with whipped cream and 
garnish with forest fruit, pistachio 
nuts, almond shavings and chocolate 
sauce.

When asked to name a dish with bananas, most 
people think of a Banana Split.

Well, most Dutch would. Well, most Dutch over 
50 anyway. Slathered with whipped cream, this 
was once the luxurious dessert of choice in many 
restaurants.

Over the years it has disappeared from the menu, 
but we at AgroFair still think this old favourite is 
delicious and easy to make! 

Serves 1 
But who are we 

kidding, this is not 
the stuff to eat 

alone. So whip up 
some more and 
invite a friend!
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My name is Linett del 
Carmen Duque Cedeño, 
proudly Panamanian!
In 2012 I started 
the adventure of 
working with AgroFair, 

an opportunity that represented a 
challenge because it was about creating 
something new and making a whole 
area work. Today I lead the Certification, 
Sustainability and Traceability 
Department for all the countries where we 
operate. One of my functions is to check 
that our tentative clients comply with the 
documentary requirements demanded by 
each country and for each brand and seal 
we use.

One of the things I like about AgroFair 
is that the communication is frank, 
open and direct at all levels; without the 
common protocols that you see in other 
companies, a positive aspect that is 
highlighted by everyone who knows us.
I like working in this company because 
you are surrounded by professionals with 

whom you can share ideas and opinions. 
It is never a boring job where you get 
stuck in a routine role, but you have to be 
multifaceted as we are always innovating 
in one project or another, for the benefit 
of others.

Our work is not limited to being behind a 
desk, we provide personalised assistance 
in the countries where we operate, 
going to the producer’s door, getting to 
know their culture, customs, traditions, 
strengths and weaknesses in order to 
offer them opportunities for improvement 
as needed. For this and much more, I love 
AgroFair!

I am so grateful for the 
opportunity that AgroFair 
has given me to be part 
of their work team! For 
myself, this has allowed 
me to achieve personal 

and professional growth over the years. 
The support and trust they have given 
me in the development of my work are of 
great personal value. I will continue to give 
the best of me in all the tasks and actions 
entrusted to me. I am happy to be a part 
of the development, the projects and the 
goals of this great company.

Happy 25th anniversary AgroFair!

TOGETHER WE BUILD A BETTER TOMORROW

Our wonderful produce is grown mainly by 
small holding associations and cooperatives. 
They are what we call our Grower Base and 
they are very important to AgroFair

AgroFair Panama AgroFair Peru

MEET
OUR AGROFAIR
LATIN AMERICA TEAM

WE PROVIDE PERSONALISED 

ASSISTANCE IN THE COUNTRIES 

WHERE WE OPERATE
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Working for AgroFair is a real privilege. They are pioneers in Fairtrade 
banana trading, which identifies with small organic producers and gives 
them the opportunity to enter international markets. AgroFair is very 
committed to sustainable development throughout the whole of its 
chain. In this way they provide end consumers with fruit with a special 
quality and label! It is very rewarding for me to be part of this great 

family dedicated and committed to the Agro.

What I like about AgroFair 
is the effective and 
communicative atmosphere 
between workers and 
superiors. I am so grateful 
for the opportunity to work.

AgroFair is more than a client, they are an ally for small producers and 
their families! All these years AgroFair has been promoting the growth of 
organizations with new initiatives for improvement, continuous coaching 
and, above all, always seeking market alternatives for their sustainability 
strategy. Together, we are a professional team committed to what we 
do, we give the best of ourselves to reach constant satisfaction. Happy 

25th Anniversary AgroFair Family!

God has given me 
the opportunity to 
be part of this great 
family with its focus 
on helping small and 
medium producers. 

Fair Trade gives hope to many families 
and through AgroFair it creates better 
opportunities and a better existance.

AgroFair is a company 
that has helped me 
grow. It gives me 
tools and motivates 
me to be better every 
day. Thanks to this 
company, I am better off economically 
and I have had the opportunity to travel 
outside my country to support small 
producers. I feel great satisfaction for 
being part of this wonderful team, with 
talented and enthusiastic people. 

I like working at AgroFair, 
because it is a very 
prominent company. I feel 
proud to be part of this 
company that works as 
a team and cares about the development 
of each one of us. The AgroFair family is 
of great value to me, it has fulfilled a lot of 
my dreams.

I like working for AgroFair, 
because of the support 
and confidence that they 
put into their work team. 
Their contribution to the 
economics and livelihood 
of small producers shows their high degree 
of human sensitivity. It is these values that 
motivate me to continue to be part of this 
distinguished organization that does great 
work for the environment.

AgroFair Panama AgroFair EcuadorAgroFair Dominican 

Republic

AgroFair Costa Rica

THANKS TO AGROFAIR, I AM 

BETTER OFF ECONOMICALLY, I 

HAVE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY 

TO TRAVEL OUTSIDE MY 

COUNTRY TO SUPPORT SMALL 

PRODUCERS

HAPPY 25TH 

ANNIVERSARY 

AGROFAIR FAMILY!

In 2009 we started the AgroFair 
South programme. That was born 
out of the need to provide business 
support to our producers. The aim 
is to strengthen their capacities and 
improve their competitieveness in the 
global market by offering products 
of the highest quality. Teams of local 
quality inspectors are now assissting 
our producers in Ecuador, Peru, 
Panama, Costa Rica and Nicaragua. 

AgroFair Latin America

AgroFair Peru

AgroFair Peru

AgroFair Latin America
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I thank God for allowing 
me to work in this highly 
regarded company. We 
have been growing with 
the passing of time, 
thanks to our efforts as a 
team. It is a privilege to work with people 
who reach out to us and enrich us with 
their knowledge. I like working at AgroFair 
because we are a real family and we try to 
do our best to satisfy all our customers.

It is a privilege to be part of the great AgroFair family, I am 
honoured to belong and it is a great pleasure to be working in 
such an acclaimed and socially responsible company that works 
in harmony with its producers, coworkers and customers, always 
focused on preserving biodiversity and the environment.

I like working at AgroFair 
because the company 
focusses on training 
personnel for continuous 
improvement. It is 

improving the quality of life for me and 
my family. I strive to give my best to the 
satisfaction of the company.

Working for this company 
with good principles and 
values is a source of pride 
to me. We notice the high 
degree of responsibility 
and solidarity that AgroFair 

has. It focuses on social welfare. At our end of 
the team we see a growth in knowledge and 
technical management. With God’s blessing, 
AgroFair motivates me to continue to give my 
best.

Shaping
the
future
together

My work consists of 
carrying out a quality 
evaluation of organic 
bananas, starting in 
the field (monitoring 
the process in the 

plantation crews) and ending in the 
palletizing centre (where the boxes of 
bananas come in from the field). Together 
with AgroFair I feel like we are a great 
team, made up of individuals that are 
skilled, responsible, committed and united 
in our goals.

IT IS A PRIVILEGE TO WORK 

WITH PEOPLE WHO REACH 

OUT TO US AND ENRICH US 

WITH THEIR KNOWLEDGE

AgroFair Peru

AgroFair EcuadorAgroFair Ecuador

AgroFair Ecuador AgroFair Dominican 

Republic 
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Quality improvement, certifications 

and traceability

Improvement of productivity/cost price

Organizational skills

Sustainability

IT IS A PRIVILEGE TO WORK 

WITH PEOPLE WHO REACH 

OUT TO US AND ENRICH US 

WITH THEIR KNOWLEDGE

 
 

AgroFair taught me to value nature 
and take care of the environment. 
Thank you for all this time of social 
commitment and good relations.
Happy 25th anniversary AgroFair!

With many years of 
experience in the 
agricultural sector 
and especially in 
the banana sector, 
for me AgroFair 

means: serious commitment, capability, 
innovation, responsibility, family, 
and work fraternity. This makes 
my operation run smoothly, always 
improving both work and human 
potential. I am committed to give 
my best, because I work for the best 
company.

For me it is a pleasure 
to work for a company 
of international esteem 
such as AgroFair, which 
allows us to develop and 
implement our knowledge 
of the banana industry. This way we 
guarantee a final product of excellent 
quality to the satisfaction of our end 
customers.

It is a very dedicated 
company, in which I put 
all my effort and this 
effort has given me job 
stability. 
I feel very honoured to 
work for this highly regarded company. 
They have very qualified people and I am 
learning more and more every day. We are 
very united as a team, and this drives us do 
our best to achieve the best quality.

I am proud to belong 
to this special family, 
whose main objective 
is to watch over the 
small producer and the 
economic sustainability of 
his family.

What I like about AgroFair is that it is a company that provides job 
opportunities to society, allowing professional growth, in addition to 
having very good professionals in all areas in which it operates. Being 
part of this great family motivates me to work as part of a team and 
gives us the satisfaction of strengthening our resources.

AgroFair is a very fair and 
socially conscious importer 
with small producers. 
It is always present in 
agricultural activities. It is 
a beautiful family always 
attentive to each of its partners and 
coworkers. 
I feel very proud and grateful to belong to 
the AgroFair family.

AgroFair Costa Rica

AgroFair is a very important 
company with values and good principles, it also manages high 
quality standards that makes it position itself as one of the best in 
Europe. Being part of this team has strengthened me with technical 
skills that help me to face new challenges and goals. I am happy to 
be part of this great family.

I am grateful for 
the trust and 
opportunity that 
I have been given 
and for being part 
of a solid company 

such as AgroFair. Their guidelines 
show their dedication to bring 
sustainable quality to the market, in 
addition to their financial solidity and 
responsibility to their suppliers and 
collaborators.

AgroFair Peru

AgroFair PeruAgroFair Peru

AgroFair Ecuador

AgroFair Ecuador AgroFair Nicaragua AgroFair Ecuador

AgroFair Peru
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Hélène Peters Illustraties
www.helene-illustraties.nl
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APPBOSA, PERU

Thanks to the Fairtrade premium, the cooperative has 
been able to invest in a new water supply system. This is 
important because climate change will reduce water in a 
few years’ time. This new system gives hope for the future.
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MORE 
THAN

YELLOW
BANANAS

 YOU MIGHT THINK WE ARE FUELED 

BY NOTHING MORE THAN TROPICAL 

FRUIT. YOU MIGHT THINK YELLOW IS 

EVERYBODY’S FAVOURITE COLOUR. 

YOU MIGHT THINK WE ARE ALL ABOUT 

BANANAS, BUT YOU’D BE WRONG!

MEET SOME OF OUR PEEPS AND FIND 

OUT WHAT ELSE GETS US GOING.
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Sales Manager, AgroFair

Julian Arnts

Good start of the day?

Your favorite STUFF?

Love to

Nice cup of coffee and a 
healthy doses of sunshine 

Make bonsai, the time 
around sun set, grow my 
own vegetables, blue, 
German Weizen beer, ‘Hot 
Country’ Spotify list, Asian 
food

Cycle in the woods
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Logistics / Producer Relations, 

AgroFair

Karin Sluiter

Good start of the day?

Your favorite STUFF?

Love to

Waking up early with coffee 

Coldplay, tennis, blue, 
water, gin-tonic in summer, 
Italian food, ceviche, 
Jonathan Jeremiah, Asian 
food

Make photos, spend time 
with the family, going 
outside with the dog
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CEO, AgroFair

Hans-Willem 
van der Waal

Good start of the day?

Your favorite STUFF?

Love to

Cup of coffee

Violin, green, lapsang 
souchong, viola, organ, 
early morning, golden 
oolong tea, bibimbap, 
Jehan Alain

Bake bread
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Customer relations assistant, AgroFair

Guido de Bruijn

Good start of the day?

Your favorite STUFF?

Love to

Oatmeal & a glass of water

Hard training session, 
athletics, the evening, red, 
champagne, pasta, The 
Weeknd

Play some golf, watch other 
sports & spend time with 
friends
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CFO, AgroFair

Rikkert van Rhee

Good start of the day?

Your favorite STUFF?

Love to

Snooze and then do work out

Indonesian food, evening, 
dessert wine, athletics, 400 
meter, water, apple pie, 
sounds of nature, get “into 
trance” during running

Listen and make music, 
meet with friends and 
family, do other sports or 
play games and collect 
bank notes and coins from 
all over the world
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Koopliedenweg 10
2991 LN Barendrecht
The Netherlands

info@agrofair.nl www.agrofair.nl

Karin Sluiter, Cornelie den Otter, 
Hans-Willem van der Waal, Frank 
Vermeersch, Rony Swennen, Gert Kema, 
Linett del Carmen, Duque Cedeno, Luud 
Clercx, Pablo van Linden, Julian Arnts, 
Jurien Lelarge, Pierre Jaumaud, 
AgroFair South, CTM AgroFair

Marnix Foeken
Arlette Foeken
Sophie Kerssemakers

Marnix Foeken

Orientation Travel Productions

Hélène Peters Illustraties

Appbosa Cooperative, El Guabo Cooperative, 
Coobana Cooperative, Coopetrabasur 
Cooperative, Beatrice de Blasi, Mario Wong, 
Marnix Foeken, Rahul Singh, Varcli Pinares 
S.A., Eduardo Abraços Bluhm, Sam Mahayni, 
Linus Hallgren, Eduardo Martino, Stefan 
Lechner, Wim de Koning, James A. Rodríguez,  
Nathalie van Vugt, Margit Houtman, Kyra 
ten Brink, Pablo van Linden, MUSA, Marble 
Berriez, Employees of AgroFair
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The Oké banana range can be bought almost 
anywhere. Sometimes the bananas may be 
disguised as a sub-brand of the retailer’s 
own brand, sometimes they are completely 
incognito, when the Oké label or the original 
Oké carton are not made visible. But however 
their appearance, the FairTrade spirit and 
guaranteed quality at the heart of the banana 
remains intact - no concessions! This is our 
pledge to all buyers, now and in the future. 

We are the AgroFair Marcom department. 
Active interaction between us, the dynamic 
AgroFair Marketing & Communications 
department, and our daily news exchanges 
with the Fairtrade producers across the oceans 
give us all the intel we need to keep you in 
the loop. We find you by way of our various 
information channels: our website, socials, 
trade magazine sites and of course this 25-
year anniversary magazine!

From left to right; Cornelie den Otter, Frank 
Vermeersch

PROMOTING OUR OKÉ BRANDS

ORGaNIC-BIO
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Find and cross out all
the listed words.
The remaining letters
will spell a sentence.

Answer:

WORD SEARCH PUZZLE
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